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INTRODUCTION

In many physical situations the behaviour of electrically charged par

ticles interacting with the electromagnetic field can be adequately des

cribed by classical equations of motion for the particles only.’The field 

caused by the particles is then neglected, and the electromagnetic field 

is described by fixed functions on space-time, determined by given charge 

and current distributions. This so-called external field approximation has 

important applications in quantum theory as well, especially in atomic and 

molecular physics, but also in the area of low energy nuclear physics.

In the domain of high energy collisions between charged elementary par

ticles one can no longer treat the electromagnetic field as a classical, 

prescribed function on space-time: to explain the phenomena occurring at 

relativistic velocities the dynamics of both particles and electromagnetic 

field must be specified in terms of interacting quantized fields acting on 

a Fock space of many particles and photons. Unfortunately, such interacting 

quantum field theories are for various reasons purely formal from a mathe

matical point of view. One of the main obstacles for a rigorous treatment 

is the non-linearity of the formal equations for the quantized fields. In 

contrast, the equations describing the interaction of a quantized field 

with external fields are linear, which makes a mathematically unobject

ionable formulation of these so-called external field theories much easier. 

Thus, several problems which also arise in the physically more important 

fully quantized theories can be analyzed with mathematical rigour in these 

theories.

In this thesis we study in a mathematically precise way external field 

theories in which the quantized field corresponds to relativistic elemen

tary particles with non-zero rest mass. Furthermore, we assume that the 

particles are charged, i.e. that they have distinct antiparticles. Crudely 

speaking the thesis has two parts. The first part, viz. chapter 1 and 

section 2 of chapter 2, contains results of a general nature. Here, we have 

tried to accommodate the general features of theories of relativistic 

charged particles in external fields. In particular, spin and dynamics are
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not specified. In the second part these results are applied to charged 

spin-? and spin-0 particles, the dynamics of which is given by the Dirac 

resp. Klein-Gordon equation. Most attention is paid to external fields 

which are rapidly decreasing infinitely differentiable functions on space

time, but we also consider time-independent fields. We shall not exclusive

ly deal with electromagnetic fields, but shall also consider other exter

nal fields, e.g. scalar fields.

More in detail, chapter 1 contains a study, in a general context, of 

the field operator transformations which arise in a precise description of 

systems of charged particles in external fields. The main result is a simple 

expression for the normal form of the unitary operator on Fock space which 

implements such a transformation. We also rederive necessary and sufficient 

conditions for the transformation to be unitarily implementable.

Chapter 2 mainly deals with the classical (i.e. single particle) theory; 

although this theory is unphysical because of the negative energy solutions 

of classical relativistic wave equations, its properties largely determine 

those of the quantized (i.e. many particle) theory. First, some general 

perturbation-theoretic theorems are proved. These results are then applied 

to the classical Dirac and Klein-Gordon theories. The implementability in 

Fock space of the time evolution is investigated and several useful proper

ties are established.

In chapter 3 the results of chapters 1 and 2 are applied to the quan

tized Dirac and Klein-Gordon theories. We introduce several field operators 

and establish their interrelationship and some of their properties. We 

then show that two different strategies which can be used to treat these 

external field theories are equivalent in the sense that they lead to the 

same unitary scattering operator. Subsequently, this operator is studied.

We show that it has a divergence-free perturbation expansion. This expan

sion is then compared with the Feynman-Dyson series for the formal scatte

ring operator. The formal vacuum-to-vacuum transition amplitude is diver

gent or, properly speaking, mathematically undefined. However, the formal 

relative amplitudes are shown to be equal to those from the rigorous theory. 

It follows from this that the modulus of the formal vacuum-to-vacuum 

transition amplitude ought to be defined as the modulus of its rigorous 

counterpart if the' formal scattering operator is to correspond to a unitary 

operator on Fock space. Finally, precise analogues of the formal Furry
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theorem are proved.

From a physical point of view the established relation between the 

rigorous Fock space scattering operator and its formal counterpart is the 

main result of this thesis. It shows on one hand that the scattering am

plitudes from the rigorous theory are the same as those from the formal 

one in so far as the latter are defined. This is a desirable feature since 

the formal external field theories can be regarded as approximations 

(albeit very crude) of their fully quantized counterparts, which lead to 

scattering amplitudes that agree with experiment. On the other hand it 

shows that, if the vacuum-to-vacuum transition amplitude is defined in the 

right way, the formal scattering operator corresponds in a natural way 

to a unitary operator on Fock space with the physically desirable proper

ties of Lorentz covariance and causality, and with matrix elements having 

a convergent perturbation expansion.

vi 11



CHAPTER 1

ON BOGOLIUBOV TRANSFORMATIONS FOR SYSTEMS OF 

RELATIVISTIC CHARGED PARTICLES

1. INTRODUCTION.

It is well-known that the interaction of relativistic particles with 

external fields should be considered as a many-particle problem. The 

classical (i.e. single-particle) theory leads to difficulties which are 

connected with the unphysical negative energy solutions of relativistic wave 

equations. In the many-particle framework the wave equation is looked upon 

as an equation for a quantized field, which is an operator-valued 

distribution acting on a Fock space. (For a more algebraic viewpoint see 

(1,2).) If the particle has a distinct antiparticle (which will be assumed 

in this paper) this space is the symmetric or antisymmetric Fock space over 

the direct sum of a one-particle and a one-antiparticle space, depending on 

whether the particle is a boson or a fermion. When the classical theory can 

be formulated in a Hilbert space it is convenient to smear field operators 

with vectors from this space instead of with test functions from a Schwartz 

space, since one can then easily use various operators from the classical 

theory, for instance the time-evolution operator. If these operators are 

pseudo-unitary resp. unitary (in the boson resp. the fermion case) they 

generate transformations of the field operators which amount to Bogoliubov 

transformations of the annihilation and creation operators, i.e. linear 

transformations which leave the canonical commutation relations (CCR) resp. 

canonical anticommutation relations (CAR) invariant. When these trans

formations are unitarily implementable the resulting unitary Fock space 

operator is assumed to be the physical operator corresponding to the un

physical operator from the classical theory.

More information on the connection between this type of Bogoliubov trans

formation and the external field problem can be found in (3> 5)* General

Bogoliubov transformations are treated in the books by Friedrichs (6) and 

Berezin (7) and, for bosons, in (8).

The main result of this paper is a simple expression for the normal form
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of the unitary operator U which implements the field operator trans

formation generated by a (pseudo-)unitary operator U acting on the classical 

Hilbert space. We prove that on the dense subspace of "physical vectors", 

to be defined below, H equals a strongly convergent infinite series the 

terms of which contain creation and annihilation operators in the normal 

order. The coefficients of the terms are determined by an operator A which 

is closely related to U. In a forthcoming paper on the interaction of 

relativistic charged spin-0 and spin-§ particles with external fields (9) ve 

will use this result to establish the connection between the formal Feynman- 

Dyson series for the Fock space S-operator and the unitary operator 

implementing the transformation generated by the classical S-operator. Our 

results might also be useful for higher spin theories.

Section 2 contains definitions and a summary of various equivalent 

requirements for the transformation to be unitarily implementable. In 

section 3 we introduce operators which are used in section h to obtain the 

normal form of 14 . In the fermion case there is a restriction on U that 

is dropped in section 5, in which an expression for the normal form of U 

is obtained for the general fermion case. Section 6 contains a new proof 

that a certain well-known condition is necessary for our kind of Bogoliubov 

transformation to be unitarily implementable, and remarks about unbounded 

pseudo-unitary operators.

2. PRELIMINARIES.

The classical Hilbert space will be denoted by K. It is the direct sum 

of 2 subspaces 3C+ and K , with corresponding projections P+ and P . 3C+

will be the one-particle space, K the one-antiparticle space. This 

decomposition is closely connected with the occurrence of unphysical negative 

energies in the classical theory. For more details we refer to (10, 1, U,

9). It is convenient to assume

*_ “ L2(R3. dp)M M < “ . (2.1)

This assumption has definite notational advantages and corresponds to 

physical applications (9). We will indicate at various points how one could 

proceed in a coordinate free way. It will also become clear that our results 

hold true as well if 3C+ or 3C are finite-dimensional.
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We shall now summarize some results on second quantization, most of which 

are well-known. The elements of the (anti)symmetric Fock space 'p £ over 

K (e=a,s) can be written as

{*n’r(prv-»pn * an *q 1 * ^ 1 * * * * ,qr’6r)}

where n ,reN and cu,Bj = 1»***>M; ^ * is (anti)symmetric in particle and

antiparticle variables separately. The inner product in P is given by

OO M
= I l

n,r=0 a1,...,an>61,...,$r=l
dp1...dpndq1...dqr

^’r(p1.a1,...>Pn,c.n;q1.B1,...;qr>Br)*2’r(Pl>a1’---’pn^n;‘l1’6l’---'VSr)-

(2.2)

An element \li € P will be called a finite vector if there are N,R < ® such 
cnr ...that ij) ’ = 0 if n>N, r > R. The dense subspace of finite vectors will be

denoted by D . In 3- one has particle and antiparticle creation and 
1 E (*) (*)

annihilation operators a (f) resp. b (g), where f€3C+, g^K . On a 

finite vector they are defined by

,n+1,r

,n,r+1

(P1’V •■■>WVBi”-- ,q j6 r r

(p »a»p-j ,a1........... pn’an;<11 ,B1 , . . . ,q.

(pi’V ,q ,6 r r

(prV »• • •

1 M r
2 l <*Pf(p)

a=1 J

S/T\n

6=1

(2.3)

(a’'(f)>|;)I1*r(p1,a1,. . . ,pn,an;q1 , 61 , • . . ,qr,Br) = n"2 )> (+)1+1fa (pi)

i=1 l

. n-1, r
(p1,a1,...,pi,ai,...,pn,aniq1>61,...,qr,Br)

(b*(g)^)n,r(p1,a1,...,pn,an;q1,61,...,qr,6r) = r"2 J ( + )n+^ + 1gg.(q^)

J ~ 1 J

• ...........VVVBi>--->VV"’VBr) .

We will suppress the indices from now on. In (2.3) the upper sign refers to 

fermions, the lower to bosons. This convention will be used in the whole
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paper. One can easily show that these operators are bounded in the fermion 

case and unbounded, but closable, in the boson case. It is straightforward 

to verify that on Df the well-known CAR (CCR) hold:

[aCV.aU,,)^ = Jb(gl),b(g2)J± = j”a(*}( f) ,b(g)J ± = 0 

ja(f1)a*(fg)J± = (f1#f2) |b(g1),b*(g2)J± = (gl,g2) .
(2.U)

We will denote the spectral projection of the number operator N = 1)

(for this notation and additional information see (11) ) on the interval

[0,M] by P^. One easily sees that the domain of the closure of
(*)

(f)

(which will be denoted by the same symbol) can be characterized as the set of 

vectors \p for which s*lim a (f)P,.^ exists, and that D(a(f)) = D(a (f));

this is also true for 

Hence

a^(f)ij> = s-lim a^(f)P.,iJ>

b^(g)<J> = s'lim b^(g)P 

M—o

V K»e D(a(f)) = D(a (f))

V \p€ D (b(g)) = D(b*(g))

(2.5)

This implies that (2.3) holds true for any ^ in the domain of the respective 

operators. One also concludes, using relations like

a(f)a (f)PM < || f ||Z(N + 1)Pm (2.6)

that the domain of N2 belongs to the intersection of the domains of all

creation and annihilation operators. The latter subspace will be denoted by

D. (For fermions I) = of course.)
a

We will also have occasion to use the dense subspace on which all 

powers of the number operator are defined:

Dm = n D(N ). 
k=1

From well-known (and easily proved) relations like (2.6) and like

.(*)

a(f)NkPM = (N+l)ka(f)PM

(2.7)

(2.8)

(g.)PMtJ; exists andn (*) rone concludes that, for , s*lim PI av '(f.) n b'
00 i=1 1 j = i

belongs to D^, i.e. the closure of any finite product of creation and/or 

annihilation operators (w.r.t. the subspace of finite vectors) is defined on 

D and leaves D invariant. One also verifies that on D the closure of the
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I

product equals the product of the closures. The relations (2.U) clearly hold

true on D .
00

We need one more subspace. Let Q be the vacuum then we will call

"physical vectors" the finite linear combinations of vectors of the form 
n * r *
n a (f. ) n b (g.)ft, where n,r _> 0. (From a physical point of view these 

i=1 1 j=1 J . ..........................
vectors are the relevant ones in describing initial states in a scattering 

theory.) The physical vectors form a dense subspace, denoted by D.

We define field operators on D by

<t>(v) = a(P+v) + b*(Pjv) VvejC (2.9)

where the bar denotes complex conjugation on 3C_; in a coordinate free 

approach one could take any conjugation K which maps ^ onto itself. (The 

connection between <t>(v) and the usual field operators from the Klein-Gordon 

and Dirac theories can be found in (9)-) In the fermion case we consider 

transformations <J>(v) -*■ $(v), generated by unitary operators on 3C as follows:

$(v) = 4>(U*v) V vex . (2. 10)

In the boson case we also have (2.10) but now U is pseudo-unitary, i.e.

UqU* = U*qU = q (2.11)

where

q = P+ - P_ . (2.12)

(We will assume that U is bounded. At the end of the paper we shall comment 

on the case that U is unbounded.)

Defining

U , = P UP , ee1 e c'
(2.13)

we observe that 

U
* *

, = U ,ee' e'e

and that the (pseudo-)unitarity of U is equivalent to the relations

1* u =1 + u* u u u* = 1 + u u*
++ ++ ++ +- -+ ++ ++ ++ +- -+

— * 4t — .»
■ 1-+ u -A- u__u __ ■ 1-_+ u.+u +.

* _ * „ * — __ TT*
1 u = + u u u ^ = + u u+++- +- — ++ +- +- —
* — * .. *r u = + u u u__u _+ = + U U— -+ -+ ++ -+ ++

(2.14)

(2.15)
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Decomposing $(v) in new annihilation and creation operators as in (2.9)»

i.e. setting

$(v) = a(P+v) + b*(P v) (2.16)

one easily sees that (2.10) is equivalent to the transformation a(f) a(f), 

b(g) 8(g), where

a(f) = a(U*++f) + b*(U*_+f) y fetf

8(g) = b(U*__g) + a*(U*+_g) v ge JC
(2.IT)

Using (2.15) it is straightforward to verify that these operators also fulfil 

the CAR (CCR). The reader will have no difficulty in writing our trans- 

formation in terms of "one-body" annihilation and creation operators cv 1(v)= 
= }(P+v) + b^*^(P_v) and establishing the special character of the

resulting Bogoliubov transformation.

The transformation (2.10) by definition is unitarily implementable if 

there exists a unitary operator , mapping D onto D, such that

$(v) = U**(v)fc VvGJC (2.18)

or, equivalently, such that

a(f) = &*a(f)tZ V f G3C+

£(g)=tt*b(g)U Vg€3C
(2.19)

It is well-known that this is equivalent to existence of a non-zero vector 

ft G D such that

a(f)ft = 8(g)ft = 0 V fG3C+ VgG3C_; (2.20)

if such a vector exists it is a scalar multiple of U*ft .

Because we want to obtain an expression for Uft it is convenient to 

consider as well the transformation generated by the inverse of U, i.e. the 

transformation 4>(v) -*■ <t>'(v) where

*'(v) = 4>(Uv) V v EK (2.21)

in the fermion case, and

#' (v) = 4*(qUqv) V v € X (2.22)

in the boson case. Existence of a unitary operator ti satisfying (2.18) is 

obviously equivalent to existence of a unitary operator satisfying

*'(v) = lU(v)U* YvGK (2.23)
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or, equivalently, satisfying

a'(f) = &a(f )U* V f e 3f+

b'(g) = U\>(g)U* V g€5C_
(2.2U)

where

a'(f) = a(U++f) ± b*(IT^7) 

b'(g) = b(U__g) ± a*(U+_g) .
(2.25)

From (2.15) one again concludes that these operators fulfil the CAR (CCR),

so implementability is also equivalent to existence of a non-zero vector
_ ^

ft' € D satisfying

a'(f)n' = b' (g)Jl' = 0 VfG3f+ V gG JC_ ; (2.26)

if such a vector exists it is a scalar multiple of ‘USi .

From work of several authors (12, 13» I1*, l) it follows that the trans

formation (2.10) or, equivalently, (2.21) - (2.22) is unitarily 

implementable if and only if

U+ , U +€HS (2.27)

where HS is the set of all Hilbert-Schmidt (H.S.) operators on JC. In 

sections 3» ^ and 5 it will be-assumed that (2.27) holds true. We will 

denote the corresponding unitary operator on Fock space by 11 . From the 

fact that the Fock-Cook representation of the Clifford algebra resp. the 

Weyl algebra over K is irreducible it follows that V is up to a phase 

factor uniquely determined.

We remark that the sufficiency of (2.27) will be a consequence of our 

results, while we will give a new proof of the necessity in section 6, so 

in this respect the paper is self-contained.

3. THE OPERATORS A AND EXP_U±_a*b*2.

In the boson case one easily concludes from (2.15) that U++ and U__ have

bounded inverses (as operators on resp. 3C ). In the fermion case this 

also follows from (2.15) and (2.27) if we make the additional assumption

Ker U++ = Ker U__ =0. (3.1)

We will assume (3.1) in this section and the next one and deal with the

7



general case in section 5-

We now introduce a bounded operator A on IK which will enable us to obtain 

a simple expression for the normal form of iL . A is defined by

A__ = ±(1__ - U___1)

A- = ±U__"V+

1
(3-2)

= U U

A = U . - 1 - U U++ ++ ++ +--
-1 U

From (2.15) it follows that this is equivalent to

= ±(1__ - U __

* * -1
= - u u

* * -1 * 
+ u -+u ++ u .

A+. = + u!+~’u*.
(3.3)

A = - 1 ++ ++

One easily verifies that (3.2) is also equivalent to 

(fermions) (U-1)-A-(U-1)P_A = (U-1)-A-AP_(U-1) = 0 

(bosons) (U-l)-qA+(U-l)P_A = (U-1)-qA-qAP_(U-1) = 0 .

We will need the following relations, which follow from (3-2) and (3*3):

(3.«0

(3.5)

U - A U =1 + A++ +_ _+ ++ ++

A U

(3.6)

A U = 1 -+ +- (3.7)

A ++u+- = 0

From (2.27) and (3.2) we infer that A+ and A + are H.S.; moreover 

obtains from (2.15)» in the boson case.

II A+_ll 2= sup
(U+_u__"1v,U+_U__"1v)

vOC (v,v) 

(U*_+U+_w,w)

(u+_w »U+_W)

sup ----------------------
wgK (U w,U w)

= sup < 1 . (3.8)

(u* ,U, W,w) + (w,w)

8



Consequently
Mo

(bosons) A = T A. F. (G- ,. ) M <°° 0 < A. < 9 < 1
+- .L i i 1 o— i —

(3.9)
i=l

where {F^}, {G^} are orthonormal sets in 3C+, 5C_ and where A^ <_ if i > j 

(see (15) ); furthermore

r° , 2 l < 00
i = 1 1

We set

(3.10)

A+_a*b* E | dpdp'A+_(p,p')a*(p)b*(p’)
(3.11)

« *
where A+ (p,p') is the kernel of A+ . The operator A+ a b and its powers 

are clearly defined on D . The next lemma shows that the operator
to to

exp(A+_a b ) is defined on D.

Lemma 3.1. Let tp £ D and let

/ « * *xn(A+_a b )

(3.12)

Then s*lim £ 4> exists and belongs to .
N-*» n=0 n

Proof. A. Bosons. We assume first that d>=P.. Existence of the limit is
----------- N

then obviously equivalent to existence of lim L a , where
N-*» n=0 n

(A, aV)n

a II2- (3.13)

One easily obtains (n > l)

Ln h { dp1...dp„dq1...a<Jn l .n 7^ (qi.p.)A+_(qi.Po(i)) O-lU)

J a€5 1=1

where S is the symmetric group. We now define 
n

9



(3-15)

* *\n(V b }
n,N

where

nil

s l xiFi(Gi*') ‘
1=1

The analogue of (3.lU) for a „ implies
n,N

lim a 
N-

.. Cln,N n

On the other hand

n,N

( l X a*(F )b*(G ))n 
i=1 x

«ll

II l n

k1,***,kN=0 i-1

k1+...+kN=n

N (Xia*(F.)b*(Gi))ki

k. ,
l

nil

I n a.
ki»**,,kir0 i=1

ki+“*+Vn

We now introduce a function

2k;

N
2x-1F (a) = R (1-aAT) 

i=1 1

which is clearly analytic in the disc 0, defined by

0 = {oGc||a| < e-2} .

Using (3.18) one easily verifies

Vo) = X a».»“n ’

We shall prove that lim F„(a) exists on 0 and that the limit 
N-*» n

analytic in 0. Let r be such that

(3-16)

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3.19)

(3.20)

(3.21) 

function is

10



0 < r < e“2 .

If |a| £ r

N N N
lFN(a)| 1 n I 1-aX?I"1 <_ n (1-rX?) 1 = exp(- j ln(l-rX?)) 

i=1 1 i=1 i = 1

(3.22)

<. exp(-N'ln( 1-r02) + 2r l X?) = C <
i=N'+1 1 r

(3.23)

where N' is such that

rXN'+1 i J (3.2U)

From (3.23) (M < r, M > N) :

|F (a) - F (a)| < C |l - n (1-aX?)"11 = CJ1 - exp(- j ln(l-aX?))|. 

w r i=N+1 i=N+l 1
(3.25)

We now observe (N >N'):

M _ M . M 9
| l ln(l-oX?)|< l |In|1-aX?|| + £ |Arg(l-oX?)|

i=N+1 i=N+1 i=N+1

<- l ln(l-rX?) +— l |sin(Arg(l-aX?))| <_(2r + -^) £ A?. (3 - 26)

•------- 1 * -*------- 1 * i+N+1i=N+1 _ w i=N+1

It evidently follows from (3.25) and (3*26) that

lim F (a) = F(a) a^O
N-x»

(3.27)

where F(a) is analytic in 0.

Using (3.17) and (3.21) we infer

OO

F(a) = 7 a an .
_n n n=0

-2
Thus, since 0 >1,

00
1 a = F( 1) < « ,

n=0 n
N

which proves that s*lim E 4> exists if <J> = ft . We notice that 
N-h» n=0 n

(3.28)

(3.29)

o 2 1
F(1) = lim F„(1) = n (1-A.)

N-w i=1
(3.30)
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Hence (see (l6)):

(bosons) || exp( A+_a*b*)n||2 = det( 1 - A+_*A+ )_1 • (3-31)

We now introduce the functions

oo
G, (a) = l (2n)ka dn ke N . (3.32)

k n=0 n

These functions are analytic in 0 because the power series on the right-hand 

side of (3.32) has the same convergence radius as the right-hand side of 

(3.28). Therefore

OO
£ (2n)^a = G (1) < 00 . (3-33)

n=0 n k

From (3.13) and (3.33) it then follows that

exp (A a*b*)fi ep .
+— 00 (3-3*0

One obviously has

N (A+_a*b*)n n # r
l n a (f ) n b (g.)n

n=0 n! i=1 1 j = 1 J

= n a (f ) n b*(g.)P exp( A a*b*)fi . 
i=1 j-1 J W

(3.35)

From (3.3*0 and (3.35) we finally conclude that the limit of the left-hand 

side of (3.35) exists and belongs to D^, which proves the lemma for bosons.

Fermions. Proceeding in the same way as for bosons one obtains instead of 

(3.1*0

1
ln n! dpT dpndV*'dqn sgna

aes

n
n

i = 1
(qi,Pi)A_ (qi>po(i))- (3-36)

Defining

T - A+.V (3.37)

we have

an = nT Tn (3.38)

where

12



(3.39)
fn = j dp1...dpnT(p1,...,pn)

and T(p1#...,pn) is the determinant the elements of which are T(p^,p^.) 

(i,j * 1,...,n). Introducing the entire function

3f( X) = det (1__+ XT)

one has (see (l6))

3U) = l ~T P/

(3.UO)

(3.1*0
n=0

where

P = 1 P = 0 n

1 0 0 0

2 2 0 0

...

n-1 °n-2 °n-3 ai n-1

n an-1 °n-2 ... °2 °1

(3.U2)

and

oi = Tr(Tx). (3.1*3)

Expanding the determinant we obtain the recurrence relation

p. ■} Mr <"i»- (3.1*1*)
k=1

Expanding T(p1#...,pn) in (3.39) one easily sees that Tn obeys the same

recurrence relation. Thus, since T1 =

T = P n n

Therefore

V neN

d(A) = l a xn 
nn=0

so the limit exists if <J> = ft and

* *. .. g(fermions) || exp(A+_a b )n||2 = det(l _ + A+_*A+_) . 

Arguing in the same way as for bosons one concludes

(3.1*5)

(3.1*6)

(3.1*7)

13



(3.48)exp (A aV)(16D .
T— 00

The lemma now follows from (3.48) and (3-35). fjj|

We remark that the proof of the lemma could be shortened in the boson case 

by using more results on infinite determinants (17> l8, 19).

If one does not assume (2.1) one should define

(b< ) A.
* * >

1 b - I
i=1

Xia*(Fi)b*(KGi) (3^9)

where K is the conjugation chosen in (2.9). One could then map K onto L 

spaces as in (2.1) in such a way that K becomes complex conjugation on K_, 

use the lemma, and transform back. Using the analogue of (3.49) for fermions 

one could prove the lemma in a similar way for fermions.

4. THE_NOgMA^_FORM_OF_jy_.

The result of the next lemma was obtained in different forms by several 

authors (7» 8, 3). It essentially dates back to the work of Friedrichs (6).

Lemma 4.1. The following relation holds true:

= e^det(l ± A+ *A+ )+5 exp(A+_a*b*)ft 0 < 0 < 2tt . (4.1)

Proof. By (3.31) and (3.47) the norm of the right-hand side equals 1, so by 

(2.26) and (2.25) it suffices to prove

(a(U++f) ± b*( U_+f)) exp (A+_a*b*) = 0 Vf€K +
_____  " " # ^ (4.2)

(b(U__g) ± a*(U+_g))exp(A+_a*b*)fi = 0 Vge3f_ .

Notice that the left-hand sides of these equations are well-defined in virtue 

of (3-34). (in the fermion case this of course already follows from the
relation exp(A a*b*)[) £ cF . ) Using (2.5) and the CAR (CCR) we conclude

■ — a
that (4.2) is equivalent to

~ * *.(b (A+_*U++f) ± b*(U_+f))exp(A+_a*b )fi = 0 

(+a*(A+_U__g) ± a*(U+_g))exp(A+_a*b*)fl = 0

V f€3f^

V gejc

(4.3)

14



However, (U.3) follows immediately from (3-2) and (3.3).B 

We normalize ti by setting 9 = 0 in (U.l):

U Q = det(l ± A *A )+2exp(A a b*)ft (U.U)

We now introduce the operators which are needed for the normal form of V. 

Let K, L, M be bounded operators on 3C. We set

L!LMVjb*WaV =

f 0 k
J dk1...dkjdp1...dp^dq1...dqj (K++)(kp,k') (L__)(pa,p')

l
• n (M_+)(qT,q^)a*(k1)...a*(k.)b*(p1)...b*(pk)b(p^)...b(p’)

• b(q1)...b(q£)a(qp...a(q^)a(kl)...a(k^) (U.5)

where e.g. (K++)(k,k’) is the tempered distribution which corresponds to K++ 

by the nuclear theorem. The formal expression at the right-hand side of 

(lj.5) is defined on D by writing

*(f) = dp a (p)f(p)

b*(g) = I dpb*(p)g(p)
(U.6)

and then using the formal CAR (CCR)

ja(p),a(p')J = jb(p),b(p')J = ja^*^ (p) ,b(p' )J =0

ja(p) ,a*(p')J = jb(p),b*(p' )J = <$(p-p') and the

(M)

relation

a(p)n = b(p)« = 0 (**.8)

to get rid of all annihilation operators in (^.5). One should then set, 

e.g.,

(M)

j dkdk'(K++)(k,k')a*(k)f(k') = a*(K++f)

j dqdq'(M_+)(q,q')g(q)f(q') = (g,M_+f) .

One easily convinces oneself that this gives rise to a well-defined linear

15



operator mapping D into D. It is clear that one could define this operator 

on D without using (2.1) but this would obviously give rise to very unwieldy 

formulas. Denoting the operator by 0. it is straightforward to verify
J , x

relations like

°i.k.ea*(f) = f)0. 0 + ja*(K f)0;•; k 9“ “ v*/w. -r Jti vn. i;u. + £0. -b(M f) (U.10)J»K>* J,k,£ ++ j-1,k,£ j,k,£-1 -+

which hold on D.
• • TDefining the transpose N of a bounded operator N on K by

(NTf)(p) = (N*7)(p) (U.11)

we can now proceed to the first theorem. We define an operator r(U) by

— 1 00

T(U) = det( 1 ± A *A ) + l UT (14.12)
L=0 L

where ^

UL = l T7T^-7 A^(TaT jVyVVVWaV . (U.13)
L i,j,k, i=0 ""

i+j+k+£=L

Notice that tl ^ is well-defined on D. We can abbreviate (4.12) and (4.13) 

as follows:

r(U) = det(1 ± A *A )+5 :exp(A a*b* + A, a*a+A bb* + A ba):.(4.l4)
--- 4*— -r— 4- — 4-4- — — —

. .
Defining the domain of f(U) by

N
D(f(U)) - {4>G d| s*lim J fy T $ exists} (4.15)

N-*» L=0

we have the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1. The domain of T(u) equals D:

D(?(U)) = D , (U.!6)

and

^ (U) D C D^ . (4.!7)

The operator U. is equal to ?(U) on D:

2t<J> = det(1__±A+_*A+_)+2 : exp(A+_a*b* + A++a*a + A bb* + A +ba): 4>

V<J>eD. (4.18)
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Proof. From lemma 3.1 and (U. U) it evidently follows that Q€D(?(U)),

?(U)fl = U fi and tent D^. To prove the existence of the limit in (4.15) for a 

vector 4> of the form

n r
4* = n a*(f.) n b*(g.)n

i=1 0=1 J

we observe that the individual term in (4.13) only contributes if

(4.19)

£ + j<_n £ + k <. r . (4.20)

Since there is only a finite number of (j,k,£) which fulfil (4.20) we 

conclude from lemma 3.1 that the limit in (4.15) exists and belongs to D^.

It remains to prove (4.18).

In view of (2.24) and the relation ?(u)& = it suffices to show that

on D
?(U)a*(f) = a'*(f)?(U) Vf€5f+ (4.21)

r(u)b*(g) = b'*(g)?(u) v g e . (4.22)

Using relations like (4.10) and the relations (3.6) and (2.25) we now have
* N * 00

on D (observe that, e.g., lim a(f) E ... = a (f) lim E ... on D 
according to lemma 3.1, (2^57 and the^argument after"*” (4.20))

?(U)a*(f) = (a*(f) + a*(A++f))r(U) + r(U)b(A_+f)

= (a*(U++f) - a*(A+_U_+f))?(U) + ?(U)b(A_+f)

= (a*(U++f) ± b(U_+f))?(U) + ?(U)b(A_+f)

+ det ...EE...A^ a*1b*1(+b(U +f))A^+...a*^...a^

= a'*(f)?(U) + ?(U)b('(A_+Tu_+ + A__U_+)f) = a'*(f)?(U)

which proves (4.21). Similarly, using (3*7)» we obtain 

r(U)b*(g) = (b*(g) + b*(A^_g))l<(U) + ?(U)a(+A*+_g)

=(b*(U__g) ± b*(A*_+U+_g))?(U) + r(u)a(TA*+_g)

= (b*(lTT) ±a(U+_g))?(U) + ?(U)a(TA*+_g)

+ det. •b*'i'(7-a(U+_g))(. .a1^

= b'*(I)?(U) + ?(U)a((A*+_ + U+_ + A*++U+_)g) = b'*(g)?(U)

17



which proves (U.22).

It should be noticed that as a consequence of this theorem one can write 

the matrix element (<+>,ttifj) for "physical vectors" as a finite sum of 

terms each of which is a finite product of the "matrix elements" of the ope-
— i

rator A on X and the scalar det (••) 5.

We further observe that a pseudo-unitary U is unitary if and only if

u+_ = u_+ = (U.23)

Assuming (U.23) for bosons and fermions one can define a unitary operator

by
V = ft_+ = 0 ?i++ = u++ = u__ (U.2U)

where _____

(U__v)(p) = (U v) (p) VvQf. (U.25)

Then

r(u)cr(ii) (u.26)

which motivates our notation (for a definition of r(IJ) see e.g. (15)).

Using Stone's theorem one can conclude from the Weyl algebra formulation 

of the CCR that 1/ maps D onto 1$. This also follows from our theorem. To show 

this, let Then P^iJj = i|i if N is big enough. Now let be such that

Vn = ^n and ^n ^ then» e-g-»

(U-2T)

The l.h.s. is well-defined since by the theorem

UDCD^. (U.28)

Now the limit n -*■ 00 in (U.27) exists since a'(f) is bounded on . Hence

Ui|/ED(a(f)) a(f)t/i|» = Ua' (f)^. (U.29)

Thus,
lLDfcb. (U.30)

If <jeD then by (U.29)

a(f)tO>M<fr =U a'(f)PM<},. (^.31)

The limit M 00 in (U.31) exists in view of (2.5). Therefore

U<j£D(a(f)) a(f)i/<t> = fca’(fH (U.32)

18



so

fvDCD. (U.33)

*
Repeating the argument for 'LL we infer

&D = D (U.31*)

as asserted.

In a coordinate free approach one should define the operator in (U.5) di

rectly on D, replacing complex conjugation by the conjugation K. One could 

then proceed as indicated at the end of section 3.

5. THE_GENER4L_F1RMI0N_CAS|.

We shall now treat the general fermion case, i.e. we drop the assumption 
M L(3.1). Let {)j—1 {f|}i_i be orthonormal bases for Ker U++ resp.

Ker U__. In view of our standing assumption (2.27) one has M,L < ®. Defining

(5.i:
f. = Uf! 1 1

gj = Usi
L Mone easily verifies that {f.}. and {g.}. are orthonormal bases for

11 J J*

Ker U++ resp. Ker U_ . From (2.15) and (2.27) we now infer that U , as an 

operator from (Ker U )“^"to (Ker U* ) , has a bounded inverse mapping

* J_ _L
(Ker u ) onto (Ker U ) . We extend this inverse to j{ by setting it equal

* . -1
to zero on Ker U and denote the resulting operator on Jf by U . In an

. . * -1
analogous fashion we define the bounded operator U++

Defining a bounded operator A by (3.2) it is straightforward to verify,

using the unitarity relations (2.15), that (3.3), (3.6) and (3.7) again hold

true. However, it should be noticed that (3.1*) only holds if L=M=0 since it

implies that U , as an operator from ft' to , has the inverse 1 - A

The next lemma is the generalization of lemma U.l. An analogous result

has been obtained in (5).

Lemma 5.1. The following relation holds true:

= e^6det(l__+ A+_*A+_) a*(f^)jJ1 b*(g^)exp(A+ a*b*)ft 0 < 0 <2^.

(5.2)
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Proof. From

h+_*ri = A+_gj = 0 i = 1,.. ,L j = (5-3)

it follows that a(f. ), b(g.) commute with exp(A a*b*). Consequently the norm 

of the r.h.s. of (5*2) equals 1. It remains to prove

(a(U++f)+b (U^f))^-, a*(f±)n b*(gj )exp(A+_a*b*)o = 0 VfG3C+ (5-M

(b(U g)+a (U+_g)).ni a*(f^)jE1 b*(g^)exp(A+ a*b*)f2 = 0 V^K'_. (5*5)

It follows from (5.1) that these relations hold if fe Ker U++ resp. 

ge Ker U__. If fe(Ker U++) then a(U++f) in (5**0 (anti)commutes with

n..n... Since

U++f+U-+f
X0 Vie (Ker U++)” (5-6)

we conclude as in lemma U.1 that (5.U) holds. Similarly, (5-5) follows from

-A+_u__g+u+_g = 0 V^E (Ker U (5-T)

We normalize V. by setting

= det(l__+A+_ A+_) a*(^jSq b*(gj)exp(A+ a*b*)ft (5-8)

where the products are in the natural order of the indices. This convention 

will also be used in the sequel.

Defining the operator f(U):D -*■ by (U.lU) one concludes in the same way

as in the proof of Th. U.1 that on D

?(U)a*(f) = a'*(f)r(U) VfHJC+ (5-9)

?(U)b*(g) = b'*(i)?(U) Vg3C_. (5.10)

From this proof one also infers that on D

?(U)a*(f) = ?(U)b*(g) = 0 VUE Ker U++ Vg£ Ker U__. (5-H)

Hence, by (5-9) and (5*10),

b(fr)f(U) = a(g’)?(U) = 0 Vf'G Ker U*_ Vg'€ Ker U*+. (5-12)

We note that ?(-U) also satisfies (5*9-12) apart from a minus sign at the 

r.h.s. of (5*9) and (5.10).

Now let P be the set of all partitions of the index set {1,..,L}U{1,..,M) 

into two subsets. P clearly contains 2 elements. An element (p,x)eP is
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specified by two subsets {p 1,.. jp^Mx .j,.. ,0 and (p£+ 1 > • • »PL^U^xm+ »• • »TM*

in which we take by convention the indices in the natural order. We now de

fine a function on P by

sgn(p,x) = sgn(p£+1,..,PL,Tm+1+L,..,TM+L,P1,..,Pa,T1+L,..,Tm+L), (5.13)

i.e. sgn(p,x) is the sign of the permutation of the indices {1,..,L+M} which 

occur in the r.h.s. of (5*13).

Defining the operator U' :D -*■ D by

U (p ,x )eP sgn ),n1b'(gi-)H-)L^i)..]j+1b(f

■j4+ia(g,T.)
J

we are in a position to state the following theorem.

(5.1*0

Theorem 5.1. The operator U is equal to li' on D:

l
= (P,h^sen (p,Oi2/(fp.) ,n1b'(gT-)?((-)LtMu)..j+1i»(f'_) n+,a(g^)^

V^D. (5.15)

Proof. It follows from (5.8) that K'Q = , so it suffices to prove

U'a*(f) = a'*(f)U' VfG3C+ (5 -16)

tv b*(g) = b'*(i)U' VgSK_ (5.17)

1 *
which should hold on D. To show this, first take fG(Ker U++) * Then a (f)

anticommutes with the a and b in (5.1*0 so we can use (5*9). Both a (U++f) 

and b(U +f) now anticommute with all a and b in (5.1**) since U++f£(Ker U++)

and U +f=(Ker U* J"1”. If L+M is odd the resulting minus sign is compensated by 

the extra minus sign from (5-9). We conclude that (5• 16) and, similarly, 
(5.17) hold true if f6(Ker U^)1* resp. ^(Ker U__)"K It therefore suffices 

to show
tTa*(g'. ) - b(iT)U' vj 6{ 1. ,M} (5.18)

Jo Jo

U'b*(fT) = a(fi )TZ* VioG{1,..,L}. (5.19)
1o o
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To prove (5-18) we observe that from (5.1l) it follows that tf'a (gl )
Jo

equals the sum of all terms in (5-1U) in which the index jQ is at the right
of ?, with the factor a(g! ) suppressed, while from (5.12) it follows that 

____ Jo
b(gj )u' is equal to the sum of all terms in which it is at the left, with

ber of transpositions required to pull the suppressed factor to the right 

resp. the left is odd. It is easily seen that the same terms occur in the 

l.h.s. and the r.h.s. of (5-18). To show that they have the same sign, let

(p,x) be a partition such that j is at the right of ? and let (p,t') be the 

corresponding partition, i.e. it equals (p,x) except that is at the left. 

We should then prove that
M-j

sgn(p,t')(-) = sgn(p,t)(-) (5-20)

where j ^ »0 1 are such that

However, this follows immediately from (5.13), 

of (5*19) is similar.

(5.21)

so (5.18) is proved. The proof

6. TgE_NEg|SSITX_Q?_l2i2lJ.

We observe that the sufficiency of (2.27) for implementability, i.e. for 

the existence of a non-zero vector ft'GD satisfying (2.26), follows from lem

mas 3-1, U.l and 5.1. We now give a proof of the necessity of these condi

tions. For notational convenience (in the boson case) we again assume (2.1). 

One easily sees that the result does not depend on this choice.

Theorem 6.1. Let U be a (pseudo-)unitary operator on X. If there exists a
'Xj

non-zero vector ft'GD such that

a'(f)n' = b'(i)n' = o vfSK+ vgen: (6.1)

where
a'(f) = a(U++f)±b*(U_+f) 

b'(g) = b(U__g)±a*(U+_g)
(6.2)
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then U+ and U are H.S..

Proof. A.Bosons. We define projections Pn,r(n,r€Z) by (see(2.2))

(pn,r )n,,r' = g ^n,r
nn' rr'

where the notation should be clear. One easily verifies relations like 

Pn’ra(f) = a(f)Pn+1*r,

(6.3)

(6.4)

which of course holds on D(a(f)). Since Pn>ra'(f)fi' = 0 we have (n,r 0)

a(U++f)Pn+1 ' = b*(‘U_+f)Pn,r"1n' . (6.5)

It evidently follows from (2.15) that Ran U++equals so from (6.5) we con

clude that if pn,r = 0 then also Pn+1,rft' = 0. This implies

pn+k,kfi' = 0 Vn > 0 Vk j> 0. (6.6)

From Pn,rb'(g)ftl = 0 we infer analogously

PA'r+Afl' =0 Vr > 0 V2, >_ 0. (6.7)

Since ||n*|| i 0 it follows from (6.6), (6.7) and the argument given above 

that we must have

P0,0ft' = a i 0. (6.8)

Defining

*(p,q) = (p.q) (6.9)
U A 1

one has,using P * a'(f)ft' = 0 resp. P1,0b' (g)n' = 0 and (2.3),

J
fdp(U++f)(pMp,q) =

(U_+f)(q) VfS3f+ (6.10)

|dq(U_g)(qWp,q) =
(U+_g)(p) vgew . (6.11)

Introducing a H.S. operator Hp:3C_ 3C+ by

(Hfig)(p) = |dqi|>(p,q)g(q) (6.12)

we can write (6.10) resp. (6.11) as

V++ = U_+ (6.13)

hbu- ' u+-- (6.lU)

We conclude that U + and U+ are H. S..
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Fermions. Let {f^K = 1 and (gj}^=1 be orthonormal (o.n.) bases for Ker U++

resp. Ker U . Let (f.}“ and {g.}°! , be o.n. bases for Ran U ~ resp.
l i-L+1 j=M+1 ++

R®11 U__. Then and (g^K^ obviously are o.n. bases for resp. <K_-

(6.15)

We now introduce an o.n. basis for by setting

V2>--;w- E a*(fi)Pi ^ b*(ij )
where

Pi-Tj = °>1 i5ipi + j5iT, ' "•

Then

n* = z o

(6.16)

(6.17)pi*Tj~pi•••»Ti»•• yp1»..;t1>..

From (6.1) and (6.2) (cf. section 5> esp. (5 - 1)):

a*(f.)«' = b*(g7)«’ =0 i = 1,..,L j = 1,..,M. (6.l8)
^ J

Using (6.17) one now concludes that L,M < 00 (this was anticipated above for 

notational convenience) and that

L M
iS, pi 4 L or j=i Tj < °Pi,..;T = 0.

Thus,

Pn,rn' =0 Vn < L

L *, . M «.—
Vr < M

pL’Mfi’ = e^aV.j.iy^

?L+1,M+1n,
k=L+1 A=M+1 Ykfi.a uk

YVPa*(fJb*(go)pL*Mfi'-

From PL+n>Mfra.(f)j}. = o (n>r > 0) it follows that

i(U f)P,L+n+1 ,M+r , _ *fi' = -b*(U f)PL+n,M+r"1n».

(6.19)

(6.20) 

(6.21)

(6.22)

(6.23)

Using (6.19) one easily concludes that (6.23) implies: if pb+n>M+r = 0

then p^+n+1»^+rnl = 0. Hence, from (6.20), 

pL+n+k,M+kfll _ Q Vn > 0

Analogously,

pL+l^M+r+S.^, _ Q ¥r > 0

We therefore must have 8 f 0 in (6.21).

Vk > 0.

VA > 0

(6.2U)

(6.25)
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(6.26)

Defining a H.S. operator H„:Ran U -* Ran U by
00 CO

HFg = k=L+1 Jt=M+1 fkYk/SJ?,,6)

one infers from (6.21) and (6.22), using P 1a,(f)J2' = 0 

resp . PL 1 * (g)Q1 = 0:

V++f = -U_+f 

HFU__g = U+_g

Vf6(Ker U++)‘

Vge(Ker U

(6.27)

(6.28)

Thus, U + and U+ are direct sums of a H.S. operator and a finite-rank opera

tor. Therefore U + and U+ are H.S..

We finally make some remarks about unbounded pseudo-unitary operators. It

seems reasonable to require that (2.11) hold on a dense subspace M belonging
* *

to the domains of U and U and invariant under P+,U and U . If U+_ and U_+ 

are H.S. one concludes from (2.15), which holds on M, and from the relation

(Ue£, |^M)* 3 u*c.eN (6.29)

which follows from our assumptions, that U must be bounded.

On the other hand, if the conditions of Th.6.1 are met (for any f,g£M), 

one is again led to (6.13) and (6.lU) which now hold on M (use (2.15) and 

(6.29) to establish that Ran(U++^M) and Ran(U fw) are dense in 3C+ resp. 3C_).

Now from (6.29) and (2.15) it follows that A e U__|^M has a bounded inverse

A 1 and that

A_1*a_1 = 1 - H*H ____(6.30)
B B —1 -1 

on U M, where (6.lU) has been used. In virtue of the relation A = A

it follows from (6.30) that

A*"1 A"1 = 1 - H*H (6.31)
--- D D

on M . Since H_ is compact,— D
| | A_1g|I > e ||g|| e> 0 VgSU__M. (6.32)

Thus, U |VM is bounded. Similarly, U++|W is bounded, so U must be bounded. We 

conclude that unbounded pseudo-unitary operators (as defined above) cannot 

give rise to implementable Bogoliubov transformations.
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CHAPTER 2

CHARGED PARTICLES IN EXTERNAL FIELDS 

I CLASSICAL THEORY

1. INTRODUCTION.

This is the first of two papers on the external field problem, i.e. the 

problem of the interaction of relativistic particles with electromagnetic or 

other fields which are prescribed functions on space-time. The present paper 

is mainly concerned with classical aspects. The results of this paper and of 

a paper on the Bogoliubov transformations which occur in the (second-) 

quantized theory of charged particles (l) are used in (2) to study the quan

tized Dirac and Klein-Gordon theories.

The paper has two parts. The first part (section 2 and the appendix) 

contains mathematical results of a perturbation-theoretic character. A num

ber of these can be regarded as generalizations of recent results of 

Bellissard (3, U). Assuming that certain distributions, which are connected 

with the perturbed Green's functions, upon restriction to the mass shell 

give rise to bounded operators on the classical Hilbert space, he obtains 

relations between these operators which imply the (pseudo-)unitarity of 

closely related operators. This can be regarded as a special case of a 

quite general perturbation-theoretic structure which is presented in 

section 2.

In the second part (sections 3 and h) these general results are applied 

to the classical Dirac and Klein-Gordon equations with external fields. For 

fields which are test functions on space-time two-sided tempered retarded 

and advanced fundamental solutions are shown to exist and their relation 

with the evolution operator is established. Furthermore, the S-operator is 

proved to be Lorentz covariant and causal. In the spin-? case we show that 

the evolution .is unitarily implementable in Fock space if only the timelike 

component of the vector field (i.e. the electric field) or the pseudovector 

field is non-zero. In the spin-0 case this holds true for electric or scalar 

fields. (Earlier results on implementability of the evolution can be found
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in (5-11).) It was recently proved by Hochstenbach (ll) that in the spin-0 

case a time-independent magnetic field gives rise to an evolution operator 

which is not implementable in Fock space. We show that in the spin-s case 

the same Haag phenomenon occurs in general for the fourteen remaining kinds 

of fields, and rederive his result in a different way.

As a rule we do not state the weakest conditions under which our results 

appiy. Thus,we usually assume that the fields are test functions although 

in particular the results on impleraentability hold true for more general 

functions.similarly ,the hypotheses of section 2 could be relaxed and gene

ralized. Here, however, we did try to accommodate the general features of 

theories of relativistic particles. In view of the resulting generality 

the reader is advised to skip this section on first reading and refer back 

to it when needed.

2. £LA||IC^_P|RTURBATIQN=|HEORY.

In this section it is assumed that X is a separable Hilbert space which 

is the direct sum of two subspaces X+ and X with corresponding projections 

P+ P_• A bounded operator U on X is defined to be pseudo-unitary if

UqU* = U*qU = q (2.1)

where

q = P+ - P_- (2.2)

We define

U
ee

P UP , 
e e'

e, e (2.3)

and note that

= U (2.U)

The set R u ( -°°, 00 ) is denoted by R; continuity on R is defined in the 

obvious way. We also need R^ which by definition has the product topology. 

Let 0(t) be a function on R with values in the bounded operators on X. We 

assume that 0(t) is strongly continuous on R and that

|| O(-) || G l\r). (2.5)
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We define

K = / dt || 0(t) || l = K"1. (2.6)

We now introduce a number of operator-valued functions. The set of 

( X, , T^ ) for which they are defined is delineated in theorems 1 and 2 

below. Their arguments will be suppressed whenever this does not give rise 

to confusion. In this section any operator integration or differentiation 

is in the strong sense.

Rx (t2> t,)

Ax (V V

T T2 2
} = Jm { dtT*| ^^(t^ ^±0(±(trt2))J 0(t2).

T T1 1

. r ±e(±(t -t )) i o(t )
\_ n-1 n I n

(2.7)

FX (T T )

FX V

T T2 2
)= (iX)n £ [ dt^.f dt 0(0
J n=1 ei*'* *en-t J 1 J n 1

T T1 1

±eiPel6(±E1(trt2))J ±e 0(±e ,(t -t ))
n-1 e „ n-1 n-1 nn-1

0(t (2.8)

where

0 (t) =
0 (t) T2 » T1

0(-t) T2 < T!

(2.9)

U = 1 + R Z.= 1 + qF

V = 1 - A Z = 1 - qF

Finally,

R(o) (T , T ) = 1

T2 V,
R(n) It2> t^) = in | atr.| &tno(t^-)..o(tn) n > 1.

(2,10)

(2.11)

We have occasion to use the properties of these functions which are enume

rated in the following theorems.
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Th« 2-1- For any (Tg, G$2 R> A, U and V are

X. For any XeC they are . • ^"5-continuous on RV

W V - Jo X" R(n)(T2’ V

l|Ux(T2> VII i e*p (|X|K).

||•||-entire functions of

On C x r2:

(2.12)

(2.13)

Th- 2.2. For any (T2> Gr2 f, F, Z and Z are 

of X in the disc

= • XGC | X | < £ y.

For any XGD^ they are ||.||-continuous on ft2.

| |.||-analytic functions

(2. iM

Th. 2.3. On C x ((2.15)) resp. x $2 ((2.l6-20)):

R-A-RA = R- A- AR = 0 (2.15) 

F - F - FqF = F - F - FqF = 0 (2.l6) 

R-F-RPF=R-F-FPR = 0 (2.1?) 

R - F - RP+F = R - F - FP+R = 0 (2-18) 

A - F + AP+F = A - F + FP+A = 0 (2.19) 

A-F + APF = A- F+ FPA = 0, (2.20)

Th. 2.U. (The interaction picture evolution operator) On C ^ Jj2:

U(T, T) = 1

U(T3, T2)U(T?, T1) = U(T3, T1). (2.21)

For any T^Tg) G?$ and any GR U(T2> T^) is differentiable w.r.t

T2(T^). In these points

% W V = i*0(T2)Ux(T2f T,) (2.22)

3T Ux(T2, = -iXUx(T2, T1)0(T1).

If <t>(T2) € 3C is strongly differentiable on R and

(2.23)
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(2.2U)
4> (T1) = 4. T^R

ii(Tg) = -XO(T2)*(T2) VT2GR

then

♦(T2) = ux(t2, T1 (2.25)

Th. 2.5. (The Schrodinger picture evolution operator) Let 

0(t) = exp (iHQt)V(t) exp (-iHQt) (2.26)

where Hq is a self-adjoint operator on JC and V(t) is continuously differen

tiable. Let

,sUx(T2, T1) = exp (-iHQT2)Ux(T2, T1) exp (iH^)

Then 4 on C * R2 :

US(T, T) = 1

us(t3, t2)us(t2, T1) = us(t3, T1)

(2.27)

(2.28)

U D(H ) = D(H ). (2.29)

For any (T2, T ) GR2 and <f>GD(HQ) U (T2» T1)<J> is strongly didifferentiable

w.r.t. T2and T^, and

3t Ux(T2, Tl)4> = -i(HQ-XV(T2)) Ux(T2, T^*

3t U®(T2, T,)* = iUx<T2> T1)(Ho-XV(Tim.

If 4>(T.) GD(H ) is strongly differentiable on R and 
d o

4>(Tn) = <f>

ii(T2) = (Hq-XV(T2))*(T2)

T€R

VT GR

(2.30)

(2.31)

(2.32)

then

*(t2) = ux(t2, t1 (2.33)
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1

Thj—2.6. (Rearrangement) Let 0(t) satisfy the same conditions as 0(t) and let

VV V = n!o

where

s(o) = i

fc'fV T1) = i j dt(X0(t)+X2S(t))

(2.3^)

(2.35)

(2.36)

T1) 1 1 | dt(X0(t)+x2?$(t))?((n-l)(t, T1)

T1 a.
T2

-i | dtX2S(t)R(n"2)(t, T1)
n > 2.

Then, on C * R2:

W V = VT2> V*

(2.37)

(2.38)

2-T- For ^ (*» T2, T1) ec x r2 (D^ x $2) u ^ v (Z and Z) 

invertible, and 

if1 = V

Z"1 = Z.

On C x r2:
U V =1 - U V

V__U__ =1 - V +U+

(2.39)

(2.U0)

(2.U1)

For any (X, T^, T^) €D^ x ^(2 U++, V++ and U , V are invertible as opera

tors on 3C+ resp. K , and

F=1 -U-1 F=UU_1

F_+ = U__-1 U_ -1.
(2.h2)

F++ = U++ - 1++ - U+_U__ U_+.
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Th. 2.8. Let T^) + be continuous on F?2 in the Hilbert-Schraidt

(H.S.) norm and let

liR(1)(T2, T,)+_||2 < C1 < “ <2-U3)

on R2. Then U+ are ||.|l^-entire functions of X and ||.||^-continuous on R2.

Moreover, the set E(T2> T^CC where Ux(T2, T^__ or VX(T2» TiL_ are sin8u"

lar lies outside and has no limit points in C.F^T^, T^) has an ||.||-

analytic continuation to C\E(T0, T,). The operators F^ are ||.||-analytic
2 1 1+2-

functions of X on C\E and they are ||.|^-continuous on R2 for any XGD^.

Th. 2.9. Let X GC\(o) and let o

HUX (T2 * T1)+-H2 ±c < 00 (2‘UU)
o

for any (Tg, T )€Q# where

Q = [a, b] x [a, b] <_ a < b <_«. (2.45)

Then R^^(T2, T^)+ is H.S. on Q. Furthermore, U+_ is an | | . | 12~entire 

function of X for any (T2> T^GQ.

If, in addition, (T2> T^+ is | | . | |^continuous on Q then U+_ is 
o

| | . | | ^continuous on Q for any XGC.

The same statements hold true if +- is replaced by -+.

Th. 2.10. (Bosons) Let

0(t)* = q0(t)q Vt€R. (2.46)

Then
R* = -qAq VXGR (2.U7)

F* = -qFq VXG(-£, l). (2.48)

For any XGR U and V are pseudo-unitary and for any XG(-£,, &) Z and Z 

are unitary.
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Setting

a*

in< (2.1*9)

a in cs
> (2.50)

A’ = qR (2.51)

has for any X€(_£.s £)

(U-1)-qA+(U-1)P_A = (U-l)-qA-qAP (U-1) = 0 (2.52)

(U’-1)-A'-(U'-l)P A’ = (U'-1)-A'-A'P (U* — 1) = 0. (2.53)

Th. 2.11. (Fermions) Let

O(t)* = 0(t) VtSR. {2.5k)

Then

R* = -A VXGR (2.55)

f* = -F vxe(_n, l). (2.56)

For any XGR u and V are unitary and for any \€(-IL, l) Z and Z are pseudo

unitary. Setting
A = F (2-57)

U' = ! (2.58)

A' 5 R (2-59)

one has for any XG(-t> £.)

(U-1)-A-(U-1)P_A = (U-1)-A-AP_(U-l) = 0 (2.60)

(U'-1)-qA'+(U'-1)P_A' = (U'-lJ-qA'-qA'PjU'-l) = 0. (2.6l)

Proofs of Theorems 1-11.

1. The relation (2.12) is obvious. For any (T , T )ep(2 and 4>^5C
t , d 1

00 n-1
||R(n)(T2, t 1)<J)| | < | atr. | dtn ||0(t,)||..||0(tn)|| lull

«.£ 11*11 (2.62) 

so . . n!
I|R(n)(T T ) | | < K^.

n!

3k

(2.63)



Thus, (2.13) holds. Since U is the sum of a series of entire functions which 

converges uniformly on any bounded subset of C, U and R are entire functions 

of X for any (T^, T^GR2. To prove the second statement we observe that for

any (T2> T^SrZ and ^ 

,(n)| |RU1'(T2+62, - R(n)(T2, T1 )+| I

T T T +6 T 1

-llUt/’* hi )«,- <( * hi k
T1 T2 VS2

VS1 T, T2 V61 T, T2
T T2 X2

f at,.. ( atn] .. * (2.64)

T1 Ti

Multiplying out the first term and subtracting the second one, one obtains 

a finite sum of terms each of which contains at least one 6^ or Pulling

the norm through the integral in all terms and using (2.5) one concludes
(n)

that R is norm continuous on R2. Replacing either T2+62 or T^+6^ or

• • • •both by “ or - ” one similarly infers continuity on Rz. Thus, in view of the 

uniform convergence on R2 of their perturbation series, U and R are norm 

continuous on R2. The proofs for V and A are analogous. ■

2. Two different choices for e^,.., en ^ in (2.8) correspond to different

integration regions in Rn. The first statement should therefore be clear 

from (2.6) and the proof that U is entire. The second one follows in the 

same way as for U.B

One easily sees that (2.18-20) follow from (2.15-17)* Indeed, multiplying 

(2.17) with qF from the right resp. Fq from the left and using (2.l6) and 

(2.17) one e.g. obtains (2.18). It remains to prove (2.15-17)* Since R and 

A are analytic, (2.15) holds if
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B(trt2)..e(Vl-tH)+(-)N9(Vti)..e(VtN_1)

N-1
= -„£,(-) e(trt,)..e(t ,-t )e(t AO-t ,

n-1 12 n-1 n' n+2 n+1 )..0(VtN-1)

N-1
(2.65)= -nl, )"e (t2-t,).. e (Vtn_, )e (tn+ rtn+2). ’ 6^tN-1~t’N^ *

verification of (2.65) is straightforward. Choosing e1,.. e we note
1 * eN-1

that (2.65) still holds if t.-t. is replaced by e . . x(t.-t.), which
1 J min(i, j) 1 J

proves (2.16). Finally, (2.17) follows from the easily verified relations

e(t1-t2)..e(tN_rtN)o(t1)..o(tH) - e ^ £_ 6(El(trt2))..

1 N-1

N-1

E1** EN-1
n=i 6(t1-t2)..8(tn.rtn)e(cn+1(tn+1-tn+2))

0(tn+1 )en+1Pen+. 
1 n-1 n n+l

,..5. nh 6(E1(trt2))--e(En-1(tn-rtn))9(Vrtn+2)--

°(tn)*(l-«n)ps »‘Vl)PE +1
1 n-1 n n+1

pe o(tN). |
N-1 ■

(2.66)

4.To prove (2.21) it suffices to show that

,(n) , (N-n) ,(N)
nlQ RVUi(T3, Tg)R' 7(Tg, T1) = RVi,/(T3, T^. 

But.(2.67) is equivalent to
T3 Vi T2

dt
n-1 re

. dt 1 nj dtn+1

N-1
dt

No(t ^). .o(tjj) = fdt1..|NdtNo(t1K.o(tN)

(2.68)

(2.67)

T2 T2 T1 T T1 1
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which is easily verified. To prove (2.22) we note that
T t

W V = nSo(iX)n r-l-l «nO(t,)..0(tn). (2.69)

T1 T,

By the uniform boundedness principle each term is differentiable w.r.t. T^. 

Since the resulting series strongly converges to iXO(T2)U^(T^, T^),uni

formly in on any bounded neighbourhood of any T^R, (2.22) follows. 

Transforming (2.69) into

^2 x2
W V ■ nla(ix)n I dtr-( dtn°<V--°(ti> (2.70)

T1 t , n-1

one obtains (2.23) by a similar argument. To prove the uniqueness of the so

lution of (2.24) we define tf;(T2) = <f>(T^)-Ux(T2, T^. Then ip(T1) = 0 and 

iJ(T.) = -X0(T )i|/(T ), so
2 2 

T, T_ t ,
'2 rn-1rd rd rn-1

ip(T2) = iX dtO(t)iHt) = (ix)n dt 1.. I dtn0(t1)..0(tn)i|»(tn). (2.71)

T T T1 1 1

Estimating in the obvious way it follows that ^(T^) = 0.

5* In virtue of Th.4 and Stone's theorem it suffices to prove that for any

(x, t2> ti)ec x r2

U (T , T )D(H )CD(H ).
A 2 1 O O

Defining

Rn(T2’ Tl) = exp (-iH0T2)Ruu(T2, T,) exp (iHT^ 

we observe that m

,(n),

d
Rn+1(T2» V = 1 { dt exP (-iH0(T2-t))V(t)R®(t, T^

(2.72)

(2.73)

(2.74)

which can also be written as
T„

Vl(T2- T
^ = i | dt exp(-iHo(t-T1))V(T2+T1-t)R®(T2+T1-t, T^. (2.75)
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On D(Hq) VtTg+T-j-t)RQ(T2+T1-t, T^) is continuously differentiable w.r.t. Tg> 

so from (2.75) it follows, using dominated convergence and an induction 

argument, that on D(H^) R^(T2, T^) is continuously differentiable w.r.t. Tg

for any n^N. It then follows from (2.7*0 by Stone's theorem that

RS(T_, T )D(H £D(H ) Vitf=N. (2.76)
n 2 1 o o

Differentiating (2.7*0 and (2.75) one obtains after some straightforward 
manipulations:

HQR(n+l)(T2, T1) = R(n+1)(T2, T1)HQ+0(T2)R(n)(T2, T^-R^^Tg, T1)0(T1) 

n tk"1
-Joik |dv-| dtk0(to)--0(Vi) exP

T 1 T 1
.exp (-iHQtk)R(n“k)(tk, T1) (207)

which holds on D(H ). Using (2.63) we get for any 4>^D(H ) o o

||H R(n+1)(T T )*|| < K°+1 ||H *|| + ((||V(T)+||V(T )||) l£

0 d 1 (n+1)! 0 2 1 n!

+ L(2K)n) IUII (2-78)
n! '

where

L 5 'VO t£[min(T1, T^^ax (T,. V] I >V(t> I I • (2'79)

It evidently follows from (2.78) that the sequence HQXnR^n^(T2, is

absolutely summable. Thus, as Hq is closed, (2.72) holds true.

If n > 2 and, e.g., T > T :T2 1
ll^x^V Ti)H i { atF<t. lx|)<||it(n-1)(t. T1)||+||^n-2)(t, Tn)||)

T! (2.80)

where

F(t. |X|) = |X| ||0(t)|| ♦ |X|2 ||i(t)||. (2.8D
Furthermore, T

2||ft(;)(T2, T1)|I < dtF(t, |x|). (2.82)
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Iterating (2.80) and then using (2.35) and (2.82) one obtains less than 2* 

terms. For the generic term we write

M(i

where

■2 fm-1 .
T2, Tr |X| ) = j dtr.j dtm F(t,, |x|)..F(tm, IXI )

T, T1

n_ < m < n.
2

Clearly,
M(m, T2, Tr |X| ) < C(|x|)m

m!
where

c( I X I ) = | X I K + | X | 2 K.

Thus,
I IfS^CTg, T1) | | < (2C' ( I X | ))"

where

C* (| X | ) = max (1, C|X|) 

and where

(2.83)

(2.8M

(2.85)

(2.86)

(2.87)

(2.88)

denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to ii. From
2

(2.87) it follows as before that ^(T2, is ||.||-entire in X and ||.||- 

continuous on R2. Moreover,
T2

\(t2, Tl) = i |dt(XO(t)+X23(t))?((n^l)(t, T1)

T
T2 1 

-n?1 i |dtX2S(t)S(n^1*(t, )

J-2
= 1+iX | dtO(t)Ux(t, T1). (2.89)

In virtue of (2.22) Ux(T2, T^) satisfies the same Volterra type integral 

equation which is easily seen to have a unique norm continuous solution. 

Thus, (2.38) follows.J

2. This theorem is an immediate consequence of (2.15-18).
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§• We need the following lemma.

Lemma 2.1. Let X(t) be a function on R with values in the H.S. operators on

3C, which is strongly continuous on R and such that
l|X(t)||2 < o(t) a( ■ )GL \r) . (2.90)

If Y = /dtX(t) then

11Y||2 < /dt||X(t)||2 < «. (2.91)

Proof. Y is well-defined since ||x(t)<j>j| < a(t) | | <£ | | . If ^en^n=-| ■'■s an 

orthonormal basis of then ||x(t)||2 = n£.|(X(t)en,X(t)en) so ||X(t)||2 is 

measurable and, by (2.90), integrable on R.

Moreover.
■, n£1tYen>Yen) < ,<1*2 n|, 11 X(t, )en| | I |X(t2)en| |<( jdt | | X(t) | 12>'

so (2.91) holds true. |

We have (n > l) ^

-iR(n+l)(T2,T1)+_ = | dt(o(t)++R(n)(t,T1)+_-i(3tR{l)(t,T1)+_)R(n)(t,Ti ) 

T1

T2
= | dt^0(t)++R{n)(t,T1)+_-R(l)(t,T1)+_(0(t)R(n"l)(t,T1)j__ )

T1
-i R(l)(T2,T1)+_R(n)(T2,T1)__. (2.92)

An induction argument using (2.92), (2.U3) and the lemma now shows that
||R(n)(T2.T1)+_||2 < Cn < - (2.93)

on . In fact we can choose

: =n 1 |_ (n-1)!

Nn-2

(n-2)!
n > 1

since by (2.92) and (2.63), if e.g. > T ,

(2.9*0

UO



l|R(n+1)(T2>T1)+ ||2 < C1Kn(^ + -(^TTr)+|dt1||0(t1)|| ||R(n)(t1,T1)+_||

T1
T

1 c/6rr+ uttt:)+ Ptill0(ti)H + t^rr)

T,

t.

+ f dt2l|0(t2)||[ciKn-2(-n^yT + T^3TTj+ ••

+ | dtJI0(tn)|l NR(l)(tn'T1

< C l"M 
1 Vo !n

, r.n „n-1
= C.Kn -- 2

o! (n-1)! (n-1)!1! (
_J_____  +
n-1)!o! n!o! /

(2.95)
[n! ^ (n-1)!:._,

Thus, U+_is an ||.||^-entire function of A for any (T^,T^ )GR?.Since R2 is a 

compact topological space the topology of which is generated by the metric

d((x1,x2),(y1,y2)) = i|1 |Arctg x.-Arctg yi| (2.96)

we can conclude from (2.92), using induction and uniform continuity w.r.t. d, 
that R^n^+ is | | . | 12~continuous on . Hence, in view of (2.93 -9^)> U+_ 

is | | • | 12-c°ntinous on R2. The statements regarding U_+ follow on replacing 

+ ,- by -,+ in (2.92-95). The remaining statements follow from (2.U1) and the 

analytic Fredholm theorem (12), and from (2.U2).J

T T.
r2 (2

2- Since UA (T ,T )+ = dta^ (t.T^ = iAj dtO(t)++Ux (t.T^

0 T 0 T °
1 1

T
-Xof2dt(3tR(l)(l2,t)+_)Ux (t.T,)„

T 0
1

T T2
= iX0[dtO(t)++Ux (t,T1)+_+AoR(l)(T2>T1)+_+ix2|dtR(l)(T2,t)+_

T,

(o(t)Ux (t ,Tn))__

Ul



(we used (2.22)):

R(1)(T2>Ti)+_= x;’ux (T2.T,>+_-i fdtO(t)++Ux (t.T,)+.

0 m 0
T2 1

-ixj dtR(l)(T2,t)+_(0(t)Ux (t.T^)^

,(1)
i.e. R (T ,T^)+ is a solution of the Volterra type integral equati'

f2
xfTg.T,) = f/Tg.T,)* dtxtTgjt )fg(t ,T.j)

T!

where
f,(T2,T,) = X~\ (T2>T,)+_-i[ dtO(t)++U (t,T )+_

f\ ' ^

= -Uo(o(t)Ux (t,T1))__. 
0

(2.97)

(2.98)

(2.99)

(2.100)

Using by now familiar estimates one concludes that the iteration solution of 

(2.98) is the unique solution which is ||.||-continuous on R2. Thus,

T2 T2
R(1)(T2,Ti)+_ = f1(T2,T1)+nI1[dt1..(dtnf1(T2,t^f2(tn>T1)..f2(t1,T1).

'P t 1 n-1

In view of (2.UU), (2.99) and lemma 2.1 it follows from (2.101) that

||r(1)(t2,t1)+_||2 < c, < »

for any (Tg/T^GQ. The remaining statements follow from (2.102), the proof of

Th.8 and (2.10l).B

(2.101)

(2.102)

1Qa_.11• These theorems immediately follow from (2.7-8) and (2.15-17)- ||

The Dyson expansion is of course well-known (cf. e.g. (13))- Th.5 was in

spired by results of Phillips (lU). The method of proof of part of Th.8, in 

particular the lemma and (2.92), are taken from a paper by Bongaarts (7). The 

idea of using an integral equation to derive, as in the proof of Th.9, from 

properties of the evolution operator properties of its "Bora approximation" 

is due to Hochstenbach (11).
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(2.103)

It should be noted that if one only assumes (cf.(2.5))

| |0( • )| |gl\ [o,b] ) -oo < a < 6 < 00

then all theorems still hold true with some obvious changes (e.g.

6
[a,B]*[a,B],K = |dt||0(t)||). This observation permits us to use the results 

a

for time-independent external fields as well. We conclude this section with 

some results which are useful in this connection.

We assume that H and V are self-adjoint resp. bounded operators on JC,
o

and that P+ are spectral projections of H . Defining the closed operator

H(X ) = H -XV xec (2.10U)

one concludes, using the second Neumann series for its resolvent and the Hille- 

Yosida-Phillips theorem (13), that it generates a strongly continuous group 

exp(-iH(X)t). Defining

0(t) = exp(iHQt)V exp(-iHQt) (2.105)

we are ready for the following theorems.

Th.2.12. The following relations hold: 

exp(-iHQt)U^(t,o) = exp(-iH(X)t)

||exp(-iH(X)t)|| < exp(|X| ||v|| |t|).

(2.106)

(2.107)

Proof. On D(H ): 
' o

^rexp(iH t)exp(-iH(X)t) = iX0(t)exp(iH t)exp(-iH(X)t). 
dt o o

Thus

(2.108)

’» t
exp(iHQt)exp(-iH(X)t) = 1+iXjdt'0(t')exp(iHQt')exp(-iH(X)t') (2.109)

which holds on JC by continuity. Since U^(t,o) is the unique norm continuous 

solution of this integral equation,(2.106) must hold. The inequality (2.107) 

follows from estimates analogous to (2.62) or alternatively from semigroup 
theory. ||

Th.2.13. Let

||exp(-iH(Xo)t)+J|2 (2.110)
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where X^cMo}. Then R( 1 *(Tg,T1)+_ is H.S. for any (T^T^SR2. Moreover, 

exp(-iH(X)t)+_ is an ||.||2~entire function of X for any tSR. The same state

ments hold true if +- is replaced by -+.

Proof. From (2.21) and (2.106) it is obvious that

Ux (Tg»T.j) = exp(iHoT2)exp(-iH(X )(T2-T1))exp(-iHoT1). 
o

Thus,

IK <VV+Jl2‘ ||e*p(-iH(Xo)(T2-T1))+_||2.

In view of Th.9 it therefore remains to show that 

f(t) = ||exp(-iH(XQ)t)+_||2 

is bounded on bounded sets of R.

From the group property and (2.107) it follows that 

f(t1+t2) 1 exp(a|t1|)f(t2)+exp(a|t2| 

where

a = |*J ||V| | .

Thus, by induction,

f(nt) < n exp(a(n-1)|t|)f(t), 

which implies that it suffices to prove that f(t) is bounded on a neighbour

hood of the origin. We will derive a contradiction from the asumption that 

this is not true.

(2.111)

(2.112)

(2.113)

(2. II1*)

(2.115)

(2.116)

Indeed, assume there exists a sequence t^ ■+ o such that f(t^)

assert that this implies that for any nSN

V = {t<=RIf(t) > n} 
n 1

is dense in R. To see this, let t SR. Then, by (2. 1lU) ,

exp (a|tQ| )f(tQ+ti) > f(ti)-exp(a|tQ+ti | )f(-tQ)

so f(t +t.) -*■ ro, from which our assertion follows. On the other hand, o 1
fN(t) t f(t), where.

fN(t) E (i=1 I' exp(-iH(Xo)t)+_e.||2)2 

and (e^}^=1 311 orthonormal basis for JC. Thus,

oo
V = U f-1(n,»). 

n N=1 N v ’ '

We

(2.117)

(2.118)

(2.119)

(2.120)

Since f„. is continuous it follows from (2.120) that V is open. As V is open 
N n r nc

and dense ,<joits complement is nowhere dense. Thus, by the Baire category

theorem, U Vc ^ R. Therefore, there exists a t SR for which f(t )> n, 
n= In o—o

VnSN. This contradicts (2.110) so the theorem is proved.
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3. TM|=SPIN-i_CASE.

Using section 2 and the appendix we will now obtain various results in the 

context of the classical Dirac theory. It is assumed that the reader is fami

liar with the Dirac theory as treated in (15» l6). We choose the Dirac repre

sentation of the Y“alse^ra (l6, Ch.2). It is easily seen that the results 

hold true in any representation.

A. Preliminaries.

The free Dirac Hamiltonian Hq is defined as an operator on the Hilbert 
space Jf e L2(R3,dx)U by

H = 4- a. V+Bm D(H ) = W (R3)U. (3.1)
O 1 O I v

(For a definition of the Sobolev spaces W see (13).) H is easily seen to be
m o

self-adjoint. We have occasion to use a simultaneous spectral representation 

of Hq and the momentum operator, generated by the unitary operator

W : Jf E L2(R3,dp)U -»■ Jf

which satisfies

(Wg)(x) = .1 dpW. (x,p)g*(p) i = 1,2

(w ]f)l(v) dxWT1 (x,p).f(x).

The integrals are limits in the mean and

W. £(x,p) = (27f)"3/2(| ) v*(p) exp(iep.x)

(3.2)

(3.3) 

(3.U)

W^^ £(x,p) = W. £(x,p)

Ep = (p2+m2)* w'J'(p) = u.(p) w^(p) = Vi(p).

In (3.5) u^(p) and v^(p) are defined by

P3 V1P2 >

E +m * E +m / 
P P

,® -Per (-
1

/E +m \5 /

■ir) (»•'■
and

u2(p)

vi(p) = Cu^(p)

prip2
E +m 

P

S-)
+m /E -t-m 

P

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

^5



(3.8)

where C is the charge conjugation operator on K: 

(Cf) (x) = iy2“f (x).

In the sequel we will use the convention 
0 = W-1OW

%/ V
if 0 is an operator on Jf. With this convention,

(3-9)

(H0f>c(P) = EVe(?) Vf£D(H ) 
o

(Cf)*(p) = f*(p) Vf6Jf.

We omit the easy proofs of the unitarity of W and of (3-*0, (3.10-11).

We will frequently need the well-known commutator and Green's functions 

associated with the free Klein-Gordon and Dirac equations (15) • Our conven

tions for these distributions are:

(3.10)

(3-11)

Ac(x) = -ie(2ir) -3 dp exp(ip.x!
exp(-ieE t)

2E

A(x) = A+(x)+A_(x).

S, v(x) = (i3+m)A, N(x).
(e) U)

Of course, the integral is a distributional Fourier transform.

(3.12)

Vx) -e(t)A(x)

Aa(x) = e(-t)A(x)

Ap(x) = -e(t)A+(x)+e(-t)A_(x) 

A|i(x) = -0(t)A_(x)+0(-t )A+(x)

Sj (x) = (i?+m)Ag(x) I = R,A,F,F.

As a consequence the propagators fulfil the equations

(3.13)

(□x+m2)AI(x-y) =A;[(x-y)(fiy+m2) = 6(x-y) 

(-i?x+m)SI(x-y) = S^x-y) (ijT+m) = 6(x-y).

(3.1^)

(Notice that the Feynman propagators differ by a constant from the usual ones. 

We define the (partial) Fourier transforms of these distributions by

D(t,p) = jdx exp(-ip.x)D(t,x)

B(p) = jdx exp(ipx)D(x). 

One then has, e-6->sinE t
SR(t,p) = e(t) E £-

A£(p) = -2TTie0(ep°)6(p2-m2)

(3.15)

(3.16) 

(3.IT)

hS



(3.18)

Aj(p) = lim Aj(p)
64

&*(p) = (Ep-(pQti6)2) 1

A

S (p) = lim S (p) 
64 o

4(P> = (m2-p^i'S) 1 

F

Sj(p) = (^+m)Aj(p). (3.19)

It is convenient to define the (partial) Fourier transform of a function F in 
S(R^) by

F(t,p) = (2tt) 3 I dx exp(-ip.x)F(t,x)
3.20)

ftp) = (2tt)"U | dx exp(ipx)F(x).

Let K(T2,T1) be a function from R2 to the bounded operators on which is

(3.21)

strongly continuous on R^, except possibly on the set and such that

sup ||K(T ,T )|| <
(T^TgJeir 1

We define for any f,g€s(R3)** resp. F, G£S(R ) :

Mt t (f,g) = (f, Kdg.T^g)
'2 1

[k](f,g) = dtdt' (F(t , • ) ,K(t,t' )G(t' , • ))

(3.22)

(3.23)

where, e.g.,f denotes the injection of f into JC. In virtue of the nuclear 

theorem [k]^ ^ extends to a distribution in S'(R ) for any (T^T^GR ,

while [k] expends to a distribution in S’(R )

The free Schrodinger picture evolution operator is defined by

Uo(T2»T1) = ^(-iVW). (3,2U)

We denote the spectral projections of Hq on [m,°°) and (-°°,-m] by P+ resp. P_. 

Using the operator W, the well-known relations 

2 i ^ _ (tS+em)y°
i=i wc(p)we(p) “ 2m 

(3.10) and (3.12) one obtains

p = (Ep,p),

P U 
e o

aT ,T (x-y) = iSc(VT1’ X-y)Y

s
P U e o

(x,y) = iS£(x-y)y^

(Peexp(-iHQt)f)(x) = i|dyS£(t,x-y)y°f (y)

(Jdt ,Peexp(-iHo(t-t' ) )F( -t' 9-))(x) = i| dyS£ (x-y )y°F(y)

(3.25)

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

(3-28) 

(3.29)

U7



where f and F belong to SO*3)1* resp. S(rS**. The integrals at the r.h.s. stand

for convolutions and the integral at the l.h.s. is a strong Riemann integral 
v . 3.1+

in 3C. One easily sees that the l.h.s. of (3.28) and (3.29) belong to S(R )

for any tGR, and belong to 0m(R
Uxl*

as functions of x.

B. The operators R,A,F, and F.

We now introduce the interaction with external fields. We shall consider 
functions V(x) from R^ to the Hermitean UxU matrices, the matrix elements of 

which belong to S(R^). At any time t such a function defines a bounded self- 

adjoint multiplication operator V(t) on Jf. We define

H(t) = H -V(t ) (3.30)
o

0(t) = exp(iH t)V(t)exp(-iH t). (3•3T)
o o

It is obvious that 0(t) satisfies the assumptions of section 2 so we can use 

its results. (The coupling constant is absorbed in V(t) since analyticity 

properties will only be used in the quantized theory.) In particular, by 
Ths. 2.U, 2.5 and 2.11, U^,^) {=(] }(T2,T})) and IT5^,^) solve the inter

action picture resp. Schrodinger picture Cauchy problems and are unitary.

We will now show that

(l(-,-»)ec,f)(x) = -in|1 Jdx^ .dxndx'Se(x>'X1)B(x1)SI(x1-x2)B(x, 

. .SI(xn_rxn)B(xn)S£l (xn-x' )y°f(x* ) fES(R3X*+

= (0,xv ')

dt||V(t)|| < 1, cf.Th.2.2.)

(3.32)

(3.33) 

(3.3*0

where

I = R,A,F,F

and
B(x) 5 y°V(x).

(For F and F one should require 

The integrals stand for convolutions which should be performed in the indica

ted order. The limit is a limit in the mean in 3C. It is easily seen that each 
term in the sum belongs to S(R3) .

To prove that (3.32) holds, we observe that, e.g. (g€S(R3)\

U8



(g,R(n)(“,-»)ee,f) = in|dt1..dtn(w“1g,Peexp(iHot1)V(t1)..

.V(tn)exp(-iHotn)P£lW_1f)

= in[dt ..dt dpdk ..dk dq. I. , (W-1 g)^(cp)/®—^ Wg(ep)exp(ieE 11) 
j \ n 1 n-i 1,1 ' t>, \\

exp(-ie 1Ejt

Z (E y -e k .y+e m)- 
G1 k1 11 2Ek.

eCt^tg)

(3.36)

.V(t2,krk2)..Y0V(tn,kn_14)exp(-ie,Eqtn)w^(G,q)(|-)5(W 1f)^,(c*<i).

q (3.35)

Notice that the factor in the brackets equals -iSp(t^-t^^k^) and that the 

integral is absolutely convergent. We now choose a sequence TR, the matrix 

elements of which belong to S(R**) and satisfy

(T )..(t,k) -*• (S )..(t,k) Vi,j€{i,.. ,4} V(t,k)GR
1J Ii 1J

+ SVP. |(Tj. .(t,ic)| < =0. t,k,i,j,N 1 N ij I

Then, using dominated convergence and Fubini's theorem,

(g,R(n)(co,-oo) ,f) = i lim .. lim [dt 1. .d®. .TN (VVV * '

ee N , N J n-1
n-1 1

.T (t ,-t yt J..
N1 n-1 n* n-1

dx ((dxi(x)s (x-x ))B(x,)Tn (xrx2)..TN (xn_rxn) 
n j e n-1 '

•B(xn) (|d5'SE,Cxn-x')Y0f(x'))

E lim ..lim |dVldXnGNn_1>..,N2(Vl)TN1(VrXn)F(xn) (3-37)

n-1 W1
r

where G and F are in S^)1*. Since, by (3.36), TR -*• SR weakly, lim J-*tNi** 

equals ..SR.. in virtue of the weak continuity of the convolution (13).

In the same fashion one successively removes the other limits. Further de 

tails are left to the reader.

Similarly, one concludes that 1 .
(iK-»)f)x($) = 2*infi i,E£,{ak1.-<3kn.1^(f-)!^(P)®(Ep'ki)Si(ki)

(3-38)

-i lim .. lim
N . N 
n-1 1

dx ..

U9



where

p i (E£»P) ’ Q- = (Eq,q) % _ - o w = wy . (3.39)

The injection of f into 3f is denoted by f. The k. -integrals stand again for 

convolutions and the limit is a limit in the mean in jc. Note that each term 
in the sum belongs to S^3)*4 since W and w”1 map StR3)*4 onto S(R3)\

(3.**P)

We write (3.38) as

(l(°°,-*)f )£(p) = n|1 it££,

Using properties of O' (17) it is easily seen that I^i;L'(p,q) is in S(R3) 
. -*■ -*■ ^ ^ 
m p and q separately. We further observe that

(n)ii ' ->■» _i'dql ec,(p,q)fe,(q).

(n)ii
ee

(P,q) - 2ni lim ..lim dk . .dk f“)5w^(p)S(ep-k )S n \k.)

6 io 6 io J 1 n~1VV £ 111n-1 1 *
.i(krkg)..SI1(kn_1)i(kn_1-e,q)w^(q)(|-)s. (3.U1)

Evidently, the integral in (3.1*1) is absolutely convergent

C. Lorentz covariance, causality.

We will now show that the operators I(<»,-“>) are Lorentz covariant in the 

sense that for, e.g.,an electromagnetic field:
U(a,A)l(A^)U*(a,A) = l(A^a,A) (3-1*2)

where

(3.1*3)A^a,A(x) = A^VA^(A_1(x-a)).

In (3-1*2) U(a,A) is the representation of iSL(2,C) in (we do not consider
inversions):

(U(a,A)g) (p) = exp(iepa)'
e P r' P0 / j[V ' m / Jij Be *

where

f(p)
e ff(p)■{

f(p)

1) (3,UU)

3-1*5)

In (3.1*1*) the notation of (18) is used. The validity of (3.1*2) follows from 
(3.38), (3.1*1+), the relation 

e

?[(4)* *■'(!)% ■ S(A_1)w^(p) (3.U6)

and the well-known relations
„/.x* O _ 0„,.N-1o. (



(To see that (3.^6) holds for u.,use

(v»»j ■ £(©ii (3.^8)

“* s(a) . r •)
VAesU(2). (3.U9)

NO A /

To prove it for v^, use

A = CAc"1 VAesu(2) (3.50)

where

(3.50C = \-l 0)’

and

where

ri(5))r s(('m)') j ,i+2

-1v! (p) = Z? . .v.(p) 
j J J

(3.52)

(3.53)

the Dirac representa-Of course, (3.U8), (3-*+9) and (3-52) only hold true in 
tion of the y-algebra. However, (3*^6) holds in any representation.) 

Introducing the classical S-operator 

S(v) = U (00 , -00 ; V)

we now have the following theorem.

(3.5*0

Theorem 3.1. S(V) is Lorentz covariant and causal in the sense that

StV^Vg) = s(v1)s(v2)
if the supports of and V2 are spacelike separated.

Proof. The Lorentz covariance is obvious from (3.*+2). 

Defining

R(V) = R(oo,-»;v)
we have (cf. (3-32) and its proof)

(R(V1)R(V2)f)(x) = l f..B1(xn)S(xn-xn+1)B2(xn+1 

n,m=1J

)..f(x') = 0

fes(R3)U

(3.56)

(3.57)

so

R(v1)r(v2) = 0.
(3.58)

51



(3-59)

Similarly, from (3.32),

r(v]+v2) = s(v1) + r(v2).

(3.55) now follows from (3-58) and (3-59).

We now define

GR(T2’T1) = ±iuS^T2»Ti^°e^±(T2-T1))- (3.60)

Then
[gJ (F,G) = n|o|dxdx1. .dxndyF(x)S];(x-x1 )B(x1 ^(x^x^. .B(xn)SI(xn-y)G(y)

(3.61)

To see this, note that, e.g.,

dtdt' (F( t, •) ,iUs (t ,t ')yO0 (t-t')G(t’ , •)) = l 1

I = R,A.

°° t
( (° •0
dt dt , dt . .J oj n+1J 1

n-1
dt

IV
^n+1 *n+1

-V(W F(tQ,•),exp(-iHQ(to-t1))V(t1)..V(tn)exp(-iHQ(tn-tn+1))W~ G(tn+1,•))

E . n+1 (dt .. ( dt , (. .) 
1 I o I n+1 (3.62)

and then proceed as in the proof of (3-32). Since the arguments of the SR(SA) 

in (3.6l) must be all in the closed forward (backward) light cone,denoted by 

V+(V ), to give a non-zero contribution, their sum, x-y, must be in V+(V ).

Hence,

supp (x,y)C{(x,y)/x-y€V+). (3.63)

Furthermore, using (3.1U),
(-i?x+m-B(x)) (x,y) = £gJ (x,y) (i?y+m-B(y)) = 6(x-y) I = R,A. (3-6U)

Thus, ^Gp are two-sided retarded resp. advanced fundamental solutions of 

the perturbed Dirac equation. We note that the existence of retarded and ad

vanced solutions, given by (3-61), also follows from Th.A.1. This theorem 

moreover implies that they are regular in the sense defined by Wightman (19)*
i.e. they define continuous maps from SlR^)^ into O.-tR1*)1*.

M
It should be noted that all results obtained thus far also hold for

U 16V(x)€S(R ) since we did not use the self-adjointness of V(t). In particular, 

if one defines GI by (3.60) for these V, then (3.6l), (3.63) and (3.6U) again 

hold true. Thus,we have proved:
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Theorem 3.2. For any VGSCR1*)10 the perturbed Dirac equation admits two-sided 

tempered retarded and advanced fundamental solutions, given by (3-61). They 

are connected with the evolution operator through (3*60) and (3-23), and are 
Wightman regular.

D* Implementability of the evolution in r (y).<3

It is well-known that V can be decomposed in l6 fields of 5 different 

tensor types: scalar, vector, tensor, pseudovector and pseudoscalar. We will 

now show that the hypothesis of Th.2.8 is satisfied if only the timelike 

component of the vector field or the pseudovector field is non-zero. In the 

former case (only electric field):

(V.(tHHx) = F(t.xMx) V*SK (3.65)
■

where F is a real-valued function in S(R ). In the latter case:

(V2(t)+)(x) = F(t,x)(y5*)(x) (3.66)

where
y5 = iY°yVY3. (3-67)

Theorem 3.3. Let

0 (t) = exp(iH^t)Vv(t)exp(-iH^t)
°T2k

1,2, (3.68)

Then the operators |dtOR(t)+_, k = 1,2, are ||.||2-

?2 ^ "

IIJ dt0k(t)+.ll2 1 c1 < »

continuous on R and

v(T2,T1)eR2. (3.69)

Proof. It is easily seen that it suffices to prove our statements for the
. 2 3 U
integral operators on L (R ) with the kernels

t2
P±(p)| dt exp(±i(E +E )t)F(t,p-q)(y5)k'1F (q) k = 1,2 (3-70)

m P q +
where 1

P±(k) i 1 (l± ct.k+Bm \
Ek A

(3.71)
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(3.72)

Since, for any a£R and (T_,T, )GR2,
m 2 »

a | dt exp(iat)F(t,k) = -i exp(iaT2)F(T2,k)+ i exp(iaT1 )F(T1 ,k!

T1 l2
+ i dt exp(iat)3^F(t,k),

1
there exists a C > 0 such that for any (T0,TjeR2, a£R, kSR3.

rp 2 I
r2

<dt exp(iat)F(t,k)
<m2)2

From well-known trace relations it follows that

TrP+(J)(Y5)k-1P+(^)(Y5)k-1 = 1-

Thus, (3.69) holds if 

2

E E 
P <1

k =

(dpdqfl- ^'|+m \(E^+E^)~2(1+| p-q| 2)<
J ' p q ' p q

(3.73)

(3.7M

(3.75)

Taking the upper sign, the integral belongs to a class of integrals investi

gated in detail and proved to be convergent by Bongaarts(T). Using his esti

mates one easily sees that the lower sign leads to a convergent integral as 

well. The j|.||2~continuity follows from dominated convergence.

Corollary 3.^. The evolution operator U(T ,T ), corresponding to an electric
d 1 ^

field in S(R ), or to the timelike component (in S(R )) of a pseudovector

field, or to both together, induces a unitarily implementable Bogoliubov
transformation in & (jc) for any (T^,T.)GR2.

a d 1

Proof. This follows from Ths. 3-3, 2.8 and (l).

We now define, for any iJjGjf,

(vk*)(x) = f(x)(rk*)(x) k = 1,.. ,16 (3.76)

where f is a real-valued function in S(R ) and where r^,..,p are the 16
• • 5 /-\U /. \ 11 v /. % u v-'P • ^

Hermitean matrices 1,y ,(i)y ,(1)y Y ,(1 )y Y Y • Defining

0K(t) = exp(iH t)V exp(-iH t)
OK O k = 1 ,.. ,16 (3.77)
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one concludes as in the proof of Th.3.3 that 
T,

llj dtOk(t)J|2 = l.|d;dqTr(p±(9)rkP_(q)rk )sin2(a(Ep+E<i))(EpH-Eq)
-2

|f(p-q)| = 1,.. ,16 (Tp»T1 )eR (3.78)

where
(3.79)

It clearly follows from (3-75) that the integral converges for k=1,2. Defining

\ = V\ *=1,..^ (3'8o)

it then follows from Th.2.8, (2.106) and (l) that expf-il^t) is implementable 

in (jc) for any tGR and k = 1,2. However, for k > 2 we have

a = (Tg-T^/2.

Theorem 3.5. Let (T^T^GR2 and Then the operators dtO (t)+_ are not

H.S. if V 9*0, k = 3,..,l6.

Proof. It suffices to show that the integral in (3*78) diverges for k = 3,..,l6 

if af^O. Since, if k > 2,T anticommutes with at least one a., i = 1,2,3, one 

obtains for the trace one of the two expressions at the r.h.s. of (3*7*0 » but 

with at least one of the terms containing p^q^ having the opposite sign. Thus, 

subtracting a convergent integral the r.h.s. of (3*78) becomes

8|dpdq.? 6. (k)p.q.sin2(ci(E +E )) (E E )_1(E +E )"2 |f(p-q)|2 (3-8l)

j 1-11 ii p q p q pq

where 6^(k) = 0 or 1; for fixed k > 2 at least one of the 6^(k) is 1. Intro

ducing variables s 

3

p+q, t = p-q
and adding a convergent integral we obtain

G

where

E

jJ16i(k)|dsdts2sin2(a(E++E;.))(E+E_)"1(E++EJ 2

1+ = (q|s±t|2+m2)5

We now assume that the integral
(dsdta2 sin2(a(E +E ))(E E )_1(E+E_) 2|f(t)|

l + - +
i s{ 1,2,3)

(3.82)

(3-83)

(3-8U)

converges, introducing polar variables (s,0,*> it then follows from Mini's
f _ n J11 __1- 4-theorem that there exist a tQ with f(tQ)?*0 and 9o>(t,o^0» 2,7r,2 such 

integral over s converges. This integral is a non-zero multiple of

fdssUsin2(a(E°-fE°))(E°E°)"1(E°+E°)"2
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(3.86)

where
E° = (iis2+i;t2±gst c +m2)5

in which c is the cosine of the angle between (0 ,<*> ) and t . However, it is 
° o5 o o

easily sfeen that (3.85) diverges. Thus, (3.8U) diverges. Therefore (3-78) ^i-
verges for k > 2.J|

Corollary 3.6. Assume that exp(-iHk t), kQG{3,..,16}, is implementable in

iF^OfC) for any tSR. Then is zero?
o

Proof. According to (l,Th.6.1 ) the assumption implies that the hypothesis of 

Th.2.13 is satisfied. Thus, 

k
dtO °(t)+_ is H.S. for any (T^T^R2. In view of Th.3.5 this implies that

T1

V. is zero, 
k

o

Finally, we define

(v$)(x) = ^ g^CxMr^Mx) (3.87)

0'(t) = exp(iH t)V exp(-iH t) 
o o

H = H -V 
o

(3.88)

(3-89)

where g^ are real coupling constants and f^ are non-zero real-valued func" 
tionsin S(R^). It is of course quite plausible that the operators

T
2

dtO’(t)+ are only H.S. for all (Tg,T^)6R if g^ = 0 for k > 2. If this is

T!
true, then the assumption that exp(-iHt) is implementable for any teR clear

ly implies that g^ = 0 for k > 2. However, it does not seem easy to prove 

this, as cancellations may occur. In any case, these operators are in gene

ral not H.S. , in the sense that if they are H.S. for some set of (gk), then 

they are not H.S. if one changes one of the g^ with k > 2. Thus, if some gk 

with k > 2 are non-zero, then exp(-iHt) is in general not implementable. 
Clearly, if one replaces the f in (3.87) by real-valued F in S(R^), simi- 

lar remarks can be made regarding UtT^jT^). In particular, we conjecture that 

Th.3.3 will not hold for any V(x) having non-zero components for k > 2.
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U • the.spin=o_ca§e.

In this section we treat the Klein-Gordon case along the same line 

Dirac case. To stress the analogy the same symbols are used for corresp g 

operators and distributions.

A.Preliminaries.

We write the free Klein-Gordon equation 

(^U-m2 )<j>(x) = 0 

in the two-component form

(U.1)

^(x)

<t>2(x)

where

= i3.

4>2(x)-

(U.2)

H = 
o

,-A+m 0

(U.3)

weak solution of (U.2) satisfies (U.l).
Obviously, the upper component of 
We define a multiplication operator Hq on the Hilbert space 

X= L2(R3,Epdp)®L2(R3,E"1dp) by

H = 
o

(U.U)

Hq is clearly self-adjoint on

D(Hq) = L2(R3,E3dp)®L2(R3,Epdp).
Since the functions in ic are tempered distributions we can introduce the 

space X of distributional Fourier transforms, which becomes a Hilbert space 

by defining as inner product 

(f»g) = (f,g)

Evidently,

V V v

Vf,gGJC.

(>*.5

(U.6)

if = Wi (r3)®w t (r3) .

We can now regard (U.2) as an equation in Jf: The

H f = H f VfED(H );
o o

(U.7)
V

action of H is defined by

(U.8)
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Hq is then self-adjoint on
D(H ) = W_(R3)©W1 (R3). (**-9)

o _3 5
2

v
Observe that the distributions in D(H^ ) are square-integrable functions.

We introduce a unitary operator
V

X
W:.K= L2(R3,dp)2 (U. 10)

V

which gives rise to a simultaneous spectral representation of Hq and the mo

mentum operator^(defined on jc as multiplication by p):

e = +,-

(W

where

(Wg)(x) = EjdpW^ (x,p)g^ (p) 

1f)£(p) = jdxW^1(x,p).f(x)

W (x,p) = (2tt ) 2 w (p)exp(iep.x)
3 e

We (x,p) = (2tt) 2 w£ (p)exp(-iep.x)

in which

w+(p) = 2
\ 1 (E 5 \

v*(p) H 2~*\'*)
1 1(e "V

v p 7

(U. 11) 

(U. 12)

(U.13)

(U. lU)

W (p) = 2 w (p) = 2
-\(l

W.

The integrals are distributional Fourier transforms. We define the charge
v S'

conjugation operator C on J{ by
(Cf).(x) = (-)i+1f.tx) i = 1,2. (U. 15)

Then the following relations hold (cf. (3.9)):

(H f) (p) = eE f (p) VfED(H ) (U.l6)
o e p e o

(Cf)£(p) = f_e(p) VfeK. (U. 17)

The straightforward proofs of the unitarity of W and of the relations (U.12),

(U.16-17) are omitted.

Denoting the spectral projections of Hq on [m,~) and (-°°,-m] by P+ resp.

P we have (cf.(2.2))

(qf)Jp) = ef (p) VfGJC. (U. 18)
E E V

It easily follows that for vectors 4> ,ipex which are square-integrable functions 
(ij»,q$) = fdxtij^ (x)<J)2(x)+ijl2(x)<|>1(x)). (^.19)

V ' ...
Thus, q corresponds to the well-known indefinite metric of the Klein-Gordon 

theory.
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where
V

L =

Proceeding now as in section 3> tut replacing (3*22-23) by 

WT t (f,g) H (Lf ,qK(T^ »T1 )g)

2*1 r y — v
[k](F,G) = dtdt'(LF(t,-),qK(t,t')G(tV))

c :) D(L) = D(H ) 
o

one obtains (3*26-29) with S.y° - S , whe 

i3. 1

2

SE(x) -I t

-A+m

In particular, for f£S(

i91

3x2

eY , wnere

-Ae ^

(P£exp(-iH t)f)(x) = i d?S (t,x-y).f(y).

(4.20) 

(U * 21)

(4.22)

(4.23 )

(4.24)

Again one concludes that the l.h.s. of (4.24) belongs to S(R3)2 for any t^R 

and belongs to 0 (R )2 as a function of x. We further note that

where

D

DxSI(x-y) = Sjtx-yjD® = 6(x-y) I = R,A,F,F

O /-i3t

-A+m -ia,

(4.25)

(4.26)

B.The operators R T A t F and F.

If electromagnetic and scalar fields are present (which we assume to be

real-valued functions in S(R4)) the Klein-Gordon equation reads:

[O.-iA (x))Ou-iAv‘(x))+m2-A,(x)]*(x) = 0.
L u y 4

We write it in the following two-component form:

H(t)
(x)

4>2 (x)

= ia.
'4>, (x)

<J>2(x)

where
v /-A (x)
H(t) = 0

,-A+m2-iV.A(x)-iA(x).V+A2(x)-A^(x) -A (x) 
o

(4.27)

(4.28)

(4.29)

Clearly, the upper component of a weak solution of (4.28) satisfies (4.27)*

!:|
.
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One easily sees that, formally

P e
(H(t)g)p(p) = eE^g^(p)-e|,jdq(4E_E_)

P q
A (t,ep-e'q) (eE +e'E ) 

o p q

■A(t ycp-e' q).(ep+e*q)-A2(t,ep-e'q)+A^(t,ep-£'c) (4).
(4.30)

1 - 2
Since convolution with an L function is a bounded operation on L , the inter

action term defines a bounded operator on if 
,h f. 1,„3E^(t,p),A1+(t,i)GL'(R:5,dp). * 31)

Thus, H(t) is actually a veil-defined closed operator on D(H^) for any t£=R.

We write (4.30),with obvious notation, as

(4.32)

(4.33)

H(t) = H -V(t) 
o

v(t) = z V, (t).
k=e,m,s k

From (4.29) and (4.15) it follows that if A^(x) = 0 and the dependence

onthe electric charge e (which is absorbed in A ) is explicitly indicated,
CH (t) = -H (t)C, ^ (4.34)

e -e
which motivates the name charge conjugation operator for C.

Defining

0(t) = exp(iH t)V(t) exp{-iH t) (4.35)
o o

it is clear that 0(t) satisfies the conditions of section 2. However, X can 

only be interpreted as the coupling constant if there is no magnetic field 

present. If the magnetic field is non-zero one should replace X0(t) by

rA (t,*) 0
0(t,X) = Xexp(iHot)l exp(-iHQt)

iiV. A(t, * )+iA(t, *). V+A^ (t, •) AQ(t, •) 

/ 0 0\

■X exp(iHQt)l exp(-iHQt). (4 . 36)
I ~ 0

\A"(t,‘) 0/

The results of section 2 have straightforward analogues for this case. In 

particular, one should now define l (cf.(2.6)) as the supremum of the num

bers a > 0 such that

(4.37)VXGD
jdt| |0(t,X)| | < 1 

(cf.(2.l4)).

It follows from (4.18) and (4.30) that
V*(t) = qV(t)q (4.38)

i.e. V(t) is pseudo-self-adjoint (w.r.t. q).Th.2.10 then implies that U and 

US are pseudo-unitary. In view of Ths. 2.4 and 2.5 these operators solve the 

interaction picture resp. Schrodinger picture Cauchy problems.
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(u. 39) 

(U.UO)

Before we obtain the analogue of (3*32) we make some remarks. ^

U.38) implies that qH(t) is self-adjoint. Moreover, using (U•19) and .29

one infers that for fED(H )
o

(f,qH(t)f) = jdxjj (7+iA(t,x))f1(x)|2+(m2-A^(t,x)-Au(t,x))|f1(x)

+ | f2(x)-AQ(t,x)f1(x)|2 

Thus, qH(t) is strictly positive if

sup |A (t,x)+A. (t,x)| < m .
3 0

x€R
Assuming now that the external fields are time-independent real
tions satisfying (U.31) it follows from the pseudo-unitarity of exp( iHt

(cf. Ths. 2.10,2.12) that on D(H) l a R
v v U V V V vt gp (4.41 )

(exp(-iHt)f,qH exp(-iHt)f) = (f,qHf)
i.e. the "energy" of solutions is time-independent. If the fields moreover 

satisfy (U.UO) one can make W, (R3)®vMR3) (=D((qf)) into a Hilbert space 3Cy

by setting (U.U2)
(f.g)^ = ((qH) 2 f, (qH) 2 g) Vf,^Cy.

In view of (U.l+1) exp(-iHt)Td(H) extends to a | | . | |^-strongly continuous one

parameter unitary group in 3fv, the generator of which is a restri

In (20), Lundberg presents a scattering theory for the time indep ^ 

case, which is based on a different two-component equation (i Q 

would be worthwile to investigate to what extent the two approaches are equi

valent. Of course, on the level of solutions to the partial differential equa

tion (U.27) one obtains the same results, like the time-independence of the 

"charge" and the "energy". However, it is e.g. not clear whether the spe 

of the operator H on X and the spectrum of his operator A on X are equa 

whether the two approaches lead to the same quantized theory m the time de 

pendent case (cf.(2) and (10)). Similar remarks can be made regarding the 

Petiau-Duffin-Kemmer approach to the Klein-Gordon equation ( ( .

Proceeding now again as in saction 3 one obtains, using (>..2U) (cf.(3.3 

and its proof):

(i(°°,—<») f)(x) -i Z, n=1
dXy .dxndx,S‘e(x-x1)B(x1)SI(x1-x2 bU2)

•SI(Vrxn)B(xn)Se-(Vx’>f(x’)
fGS(R3)2 (^.^3)

1:



where

B(x)

a0(x:

(U.UU)

i7.A(x)+iA(x).7-A (x)+Au(x) A (x) 
o

For F and F it is assumed that l > 1. As in section 3, each term belongs to
S(R3)2

The analogue of (3-38) is
(I(-,-)f)c(?) = 2nien|1 E,|dk1..dkn_1d^(2Ep)'J V](ep,k1)AI(k1) V^k^kg)

• • At(k )V (k ,e 1q)+allA A°—contractions
i n-1 l n-1 o

fsS(R3)2

(2E )"afe,(q) 

(U.U5)

where

V^k.k') = A (k-k')(ku+k'u)-A2(k-k')+i. (k-k')> 

A 1°-, V ' - ..............■%
•An AqA -contraction of the term in brackets is by definiti

(l* .1*6)

ion the same term

where one or several different triplets (k. ,ki+1)AI(k. + 1)V1(ki+1,k.+2) are 
replaced by VV*i+1 )A°(ki+rki+2) °>-->n-2; *o =^P^n

To see that (4.1+5) holds, obtain the analogue of (3.35) (with, of course,
* V
f Wf, g -»■ Wg) and note that the factor e.E^ (cf.(4.30)) amounts to a dis

tributional time derivative of A_(t.-t, ,k.)1in those terms where it occurs
n 1 1+I i ^ ^ .

once. Choose then uniformly bounded sequences F..,G„eS(R4) such that
* * * * « N 2
^N*^N = ^R’^R P°intwise proceed as in section 3. Finally, replace E^
2 2 o2 ^

by m -k^+k^ in those terms where e^E^ occurred twice and use (3- 18).

Since I is analytic in the coupling constant we can rearrange (4.1+5)
(I(»,-)f)E(9) = 2i.ienl1 |,[dk1..dkn_1dq(2Ep)-J[v2(ep>k1)AI(k1) V^k^k,,) 

%
(k . 'X, 'Vu

n_1'kn_i»e1q)+allA^A -contraction: (2Eq)"5fe'(<l)

where

V (k.k1) = A (k-k')(ku+k,w)+l (k-k1).

(n)

2 y
We write (4.47) as

(!(-,—)f)£(p) = J, g, d4lV“/Ee'(P>^)fE’(^)

and observe that I(n) ,(p,q) is in S(R3) in p and q separately. Furthermore

, , _ _ “ f ’ r- 4
-r (n) --*• -*•

(1+.1+7)

(1+.1+8)

(4.1+9)

EG ,(p»q) = 2itie lim ..lim dk,..dk
W° 6110 n-1 (2E 5 V2(ep,k1)iIn',(k,

.\(ki,k2)..Ai1(kn_1)>2(kn_1,e'q)+allir -contractionsJ(2E^)~5. (1+.
50)
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Formally rearranging (U.U5) we can also write
(K-,-)f)e(p) = 2irien|1 .dkn_1dq(2Ep)"2^3(ep,k1)AI(k1) ^(k^kg)

••XI(kn-1)^3(kn-1’G,<l)(2Eqrifc‘(^)

where
\^_(k ,k') = i (k-k' )(ky+k,u)+A Au(k-k')+)[, (k-k').
0 U y 4

In fact, this rearrangement is allowed if I = R,A. Indeed, defining 

fo 0

(4.50

(4.52)

ft(t) = exp(iH t)i(i., :) exp(-iH t)
(4.53)

(4.54)
it follows from Th.2.6 that

= I(»,-“)■
^ th •

However, it can be seen that (R("} («*,-)f)E(p) « equal to the n term in

(4.51). Thus, (4.51) holds for I = R, and, similarly, for I = A.
(Provided the coupling constant is small enough, the rearrangement is also 

permitted if I = F,F. This is a consequence of work of Bellissard (3,4). 

follows from his results (in particular (3, Lemmas A 5-4, A 5-6) and (4,Th.I11 

!)) that the r.h.s. of (4.51) defines a bounded operator on K if the coupling 

constant is small enough. Since, moreover, this operator is analyt' 

neighbourhood of the origin, we can rearrange (4.51) and obtain

C. Lorentz covariance, causality.

The representation of the Poincare group ir^Jf is defined by 

(U(a,A)g)£(p) = exp(iepa) ^( A_j>)^j 2 g£U p)*

It easily follows from (4.47) and (4.55) that
U(a,A)I(AJ[)U*(a,A) = KA^’*) ('

where A a,A is defined by (3.43), and
A^a,A(x) = A^(A 1(x-a)). | ^

Thus, the operators I («,-«») are Lorentz covariant. Defining the classical

S-operator by (3-54) we have

Theorem 4.1. S(V) is Lorentz covariant and causal
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Proof. This follows as in section

Defining

WV = ±iUS(T2,T1)0(±(T2-T1)) (U.58)

A

it follows as in section 3 from (1.21) that (3.61) and (3.63) hold true.

Hence, using (l*.25),

Dx[Gi](x>y) = [GI](x,y)Dy = 6 (x-y) I = R,A (U .59)

where

Dx = D°-B(x). (U .60)

Thus, are retarded resp. advanced fundamental solutions of the pertur

bed two-component Klein-Gordon equation (1.28). It should be noted that their 

existence does not follow from Th.A.l if the electromagnetic field is non-zero,

since in this case second order derivatives occur in B*S .
R

As in section 3 we did not use the assumption that the fields are real-va

lued in obtaining (3-61) and (3.63). Consequently, these relations also hold 
if the fields are only assumed to be in SfR1*). Clearly, (I.59) holds as well 

if one does not complex conjugate the fields in the expression D . Thus, we 

have proved:

Theorem 1.2. For any A^s(R4), l = 0,..,1, the perturbed two-component Klein- 

Gordon equation (1.28) admits two-sided tempered retarded and advanced funda

mental solutions giVen by (3-61). They are connected with the evolution ope

rator through (1.58) and (1.21), and are Wightman regular if the electromag
netic field vanishes.|

Setting, for F,G,Aq, . .^es(R4),

nl0jdxdxl. .dxndyF(x)AI(x-x1 jKtx, . .KUjA (xn-y)G(y)
GjtF.G)

where I = R,A

KiiA 8y+i3 AU+A AU+A, 
m y pi U

(I.61) 

(U.62)

it is clear that G_ . are, formally, two-sided retarded resp. advanced funda-
K ,A

mental solutions of the perturbed Klein-Gordon equation (1.27):
(□x+m2-K(x))GI(x,y) = G^x.y) (fiv-hn2-K<y)) = 6(x-y). (**-63)
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(Again, the complex conjugation in K is 

fact, it easily follows from Th.A.l that
Q

tions in S'\R ).

Defining now

nipposed not to act on the fields.) In 

8 are Wightman regular distribu-
n j A

(14.61*)

it follows from (U.59) that G’2ft are retarded reap, advanced fundamental so

lutions of (l*.27). Using (1*.23) and (h.hk) it moreover follows from (3-61) 

that, if A (x) = 0,

of Jr (U-65)

Actually, (U.65) holds as well if Aq(x)^0, which can be seen if one us 

Th.2.6. Therefore we have proved:

Theorem l>.3. For any A£€S(RU), £ = the perturbed Klein-Gordon equation

(U.27) admits two-sided tempered retarded and advanced fundamental solutions, 

given by (U.61)- They are connected with the evolution operator thro g 

and are Wightman regular. Bj

D. Implementability of the evolution in J"s(jc)’

In this subsection we again assume that the fields are real valued 

we need the pseudo-unitarity of UCT^jT^)- We first show that the hypothesi 

of Th.2.8 is satisfied if the magnetic field vanishes.

Theorem U.U. Let
0 (t) = exp(iH t)V (t)exp(-iH t)

K O K. O

f2
Then the operators j dtOk(t)+_, k - e,s. are

k = e,s. (U.66)

-continuous n2 on R and

V (Tg.T^R .
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Proof. It follows from (U.30) that it suffices to prove these statements for 
the integral operators on L2(R3)2 with the kernels

dt exp(±i(E +E )t)A (t,p-q)(E -E )(E E )"5
PI o p q p q

dt exp (± i (E +E ) t) A, (t,p-q) (E E ) -5
P q p q

Using \ 3.73) we conclude that it is sufficient to show:

|d;dq(Ep-Eq)2(EpEq)-1(Ep+E(i)-2(l+|J-q|2)'‘‘ < -

dpdq(EpEq)~1(Ep+Eq)-2(1+|p-q[2 )~^ <

However, (U.70) and (U.71) are easily seen to hold true (cf.(7)).

(U.68)

(U.69)

(U.70)

(U.71)

Corollary U.5. The evolution operator U(T0,T.,), corresponding to an electric
U 21or scalar field in S(R ), or to both together, gives rise to a unitarily im- 

plementable Bogoliubov transformation in ^ (jc) for any (T^T^ER .

Proof. This follows as in section 3.

We now assume that the fields are real-valued functions in S(R3).

0^(t) = exp(iHQt)Vkexp(-iHQt) k = e,m,s

one obtains 
T

II j dtok(t)+_||2 = |d5dq|Fk(J,q)|2sin2(a(Ep+Eq))(EpEq)_1(Ep+Eq)_2 

Tl
where

Fe(p,q) = io(5-q)(Ep-Eq)

F (p,q) = J(p-q).(p+q)
m
,4 ■+. * .4 -4.

Fs(p,q) = (p-q).

Defining

Defining

(U.72)

(U.73)

(U.7U) 

(U.75) 

(U.76)

H = H Z
o k=e,m,s (U.77)
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it follows as in section 3 that exp(-iHt) is implementable in'3*(jf) for “W

t€R if Vm = 9. However, if a magnetic field is present, the situation is dif

ferent :

r2Theorem .6. Let (T^jT^GR2 and T_#T . Then the operators f dtOm(t)+ are not

H.S. if v ^o. T -+
m

Proof. It suffices to show that the integral at the r.h.s. of (h.73) div rg 

for k = m if ctA^O. We introduce variables s,0,4» and t as in the proof of Th3.5 

and assume the integral converges. It then follows from Fubini s theorem

there exist at and 0 ,* with S. . . !(?)*> such that the integral over s

o o
converges (n^ is the unit vector in the direction 0,4>)- However, the lat 

integral is a non-zero multiple of (3-85) so it actually diverges. This 

tradiction completes the proof.

Corollary h. 7. Assume that exp(-iHt) is implementable in^CfC) for any t£

Then the magnetic field vanishes.

Proof. This follows as in section 3-

This corollary was first proved by Hochstenbach (ll) using results of 

Shale (21). Again, we expect that an analogous result holds for time-dependent 

fields.

APPENDIX.

U KWe consider two transformations TD and T of S(R ) . Let
R A Ik

0,cj' = 1,..,K; £ = 0,..,4) be functions in S(R ) and let

V- (X)

A (x)oo'
,oo ,oo' 00 '

(x)3t+j|1 (x)ax>+vjw (x) (A.1)
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I = R, A.

U KFor any FGS(R ) we define

TF = (1-J )F 
A n
R A

where

(A.2)

(JIF)0(x) = A00,(x)[dyAI(x-y)Fo,(y) I = R,A. (A'3)

In (A.3), as in the sequel, the summation convention is used. The following 

theorem is a generalization of a result of Bellissard (U).

Theorem A.1. The transformations T_ and T. are linear bicontinuous bisections 
/ U s K U K K A

of S(R ) onto S(R ) with inverses

“1 °° N
TR N-o

A R

(A-U)

Proof. It is easily seen that T and Tn are linear continuous injections, 
li k ^ ^ ^

Since S(R ) is a Frechet space they are bicontinuous if they are also sur

jections (12). Thus, in view of (A.2), it suffices to prove that 
M jj . . . U»K

lim ..E JtF exists in S(R ) . We will show this for I = R. The proof for w N=o I

I * A is similar. We first note that (cf-(3.16)):

A (t,p) = 0(t)sinE t 
H _____ E_

(3 A )(t,p) = 0(t)cosE tt n p (A.5)

(3 A )(t,p) = 0(t)ip.sinE t
xj R —1V p J = 1.2,3.

We now define for any FQ5(R
P
U,K

llFNxi.ia-(t:f»H(mV)Wo(t.5)l (A.6)

where a = (aQ,a1,ag,o«) is a multi-index,x = 0,1.. and a = 1,..,K. Clearly, 

M N N
lim I J F exists if the sequence J F is absolutely summable in all 

N=o * R

| .|| .In order to show this we shall majorize the functi
x ,a,o

^(ti) = (l+t2+p2)TD“(j"F)a(t,p).
(A.7)
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(A.8)

It is easy to seesee that 
rN-1N ■+ rN-1 f Aoo.

(JRF)0(t,p) = dty. dtx dq1..dqNV1 (t,p-q,)Gj
—QD — CO J 1 1

V 1 (tN-rqN-l"qN)GJlM(tN-rtN,^N)FoM(tN,%)

where

G (t,p) = cosE t 
0 P

G* (t ,p) = ip.sinE t
0 J_____ £_

j = 1,2,3 (A.9)

G^tjp) = sinE^t

Obviously, for any l = 0,..4; (t,p)6R ; 6 = :

lG (t,p)| £ 6

and
|a?ot(t,5)| < 6%^“°

where
_2

6 = max(m ,1).

(A.10)

(A.11) 

(A.12)

Assuming from now on that N > a we conclude that H.. is equal to a sum of
o ^ Nxaa

terms the number of which is bounded by (5K) L, where L only depends on aQ*

Denoting the generic term by H. we have, suppressing the indices, 
t" - 1 e,t ^N-1

i(t.P) = Jdtn..j dtNjdq1..dqN(l+t^p':!)TV6 >j(t,p-31)(3t‘10)(0,q1
•.(8t2n_1V)(t,tn_r3n)(3t82nG)(tV,5n)V(tn,5n-5n+1)..F(tN,qN)

(A.13)
where . 6. a cu a-.

V61,3(t>k) 5 (3t 8klVk3V)(t,k)

and

0 « « v

Thus, for any H. with a fixed n:
1 2.

(A.14)

(A.15)

(CO ( N-1 r
dt . .

J n
f N

• I *5-J,5^) I (I jj 12-2| (a'2n-11) ,lEn_,) I(! Jn^ 12-»2)“

.V|V(t.,S.)| |F(tH.VI- (A.16)
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(A.IT)

Using the estimate
ijfcfy2-2 < *■£. d+kf)

Y = max(m2,1)

1 < r <

we conclude:
a2+a - 1

|H.(t,p)| < (6yN) ° °6N|dt1..| dt^d)^. .dkN( 1+t2)T(l+p2)T

n-1•lve1.S(t-hSiSj)ljBi(,+k!)Bo%l(CJ+,»>«t-Ij)lA(1+ki)"0 XVV162j+1*
N-1 20 a +a2x0 oi

(A.18)
a2+a

■(l+14)a° a°|F(tN^N) I

Since (V°° ) -*,3?V°° ,F are test functions (6 = 0,..,ct ; l = 0,..,^;
X, p jCl u O O

o,o1 = 1,..,K) there exists a C > 0, only depending on V,F,ci,t, such that the

sum of all H. with the same n, denoted by S , satisfies
1 2 n 

a +a
|S (t,p)| < (5K)NL(6y-N) ° 06NCN+1TTN"n+1((N-n+l)!)_1

. [dS,. .dkN( 1+P2)T( i+|p-J|2)'t J, (1+k®)"T'2.
(A.19)

Using the estimate
(l+p2)(l+q2) 1 1 2(1+|p-q|2) (A.20)

and (A.IT) we obtain: ^
a +o +i

-► n ° °
|sn(t,p)| < C^N

(N-n+1)!

(A.21)

where C^C^do not depend on N and n. Thus,

|HNTOO(t,5)| 5 (vOC^n"0^0 T .

<N-“0>:

(A.22)

NIt easily follows from (A.22) that the sequence J F is 

all || .||T a a» so the theorem is proved. H

absolutely summable in

It can be seen that the theorem still holds true if R is replaced by

R , with n odd, and A ,A. by the (unique) retarded and advanced fundamental
' 2 n 2 2

solutions of the partial differential operator 3 -.1,9 +m (the retarded one
t j=1 x.

J
satisfies (A.5) with j = 1,..,n). We note further that we have made essential
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use of the boundedness of the G , i.e. of the fact that the derivatives of
i,i-n ^A are only first order. The theorem can therefore in general not be 

applied to higher spin external field theories (see, however, (**))• This is 

in agreement with the non-existence of retarded solutions in most of these 

theories (cf. (19)).
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CHAPTER 3

CHARGED PARTICLES IN EXTERNAL FIELDS 
II THE QUANTIZED DIRAC AND KLEIN-GORDON THEORIES

1 . INTRODUCTION.

In a previous paper (l) (which we shall refer to as I) a number P 

turbation-theoretic results were obtained which were applied to th 

Dirac and Klein-Gordon equations with external fields. The quantized 

will now be considered.
As detailed in (2) (referred to as B), one can treat the external field 

problem in a rigorous way by using the operators from the classi 

to generate transformations of the field operators on Fock space which amount 

to Bogoliubov transformations. If such a transformation is implementable 

resulting Fock space operator is regarded as the physical operat.
ponding to the unphysical operator on the classical Hilbert space. This p 

proach, which goes back to Friedrichs (3), was further developed in ( 8> )

A closely related but more algebraic approach, inspired by the ideas of g 

(9), was used in (10-17)*
A rather different strategy, based on the Yang-Feldman equations, was 

initiated by Capri (18) and further developed by Wightraan (I9h it can be 

used for any generalized Dirac equation. Yet another treatment, us' g 

from renormalization theory, was recently given by Bellissard (20,

On a formal level the scattering of (especially spin-2) particles at 

ternal fields has been considered some time ago. Some references are (22 

Detailed accounts of the formal theory can be found in the books by Schweber

(25) and Thirring (26).
One of the main results of this paper is that for (massive, relativistic, 

charged) spin-0 and spin-5 particles in external fields which are test func

tions on space-time the Friedrichs-Segal and Capri-Wightman approaches lead 

to the same S-operator, and that the divergence-free perturbation expansion 

of this unitary S-operator corresponds in a quite natural way to the formal 

Feynman-Dyson series. (Earlier results going in this direction can be found
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in (20).) In particular, the relative (cf.(22,25)) S-matrix elements are the 

same in the rigorous and the formal theory, while the vacuum-to-vacuum tran

sition amplitude resp. its modulus are equal in a formal sense to be speci

fied below.

In section 2 the Dirac theory is treated. Subsection A contains defini

tions of various field operators, the equations they satisfy and their inter

relationship. It is proved that the interpolating field is local and satis

fies the Yang-Feldman equations, and the equivalence of the Capri-Wightman 

and Friedrichs-Segal approaches is established. In subsection B the evolution 

operator and S-operator are studied. Explicit expressions are derived and 

various continuity and analyticity properties are proved. The S-operator is 

shown to be Lorentz covariant and causal up to a phase factor. In subsection 

C perturbation expansions are derived, the connection with the Feynman-Dyson 

series is established, and the analogue of Furry's theorem is proved. In sec

tion 3 the Klein-Gordon theory is treated along the same lines as the Dirac 

theory. The paper ends with section U, which contains concluding remarks.

In sections 2 and 3 it is assumed that the external fields are real-valued 

test functions on space time. As in I, several results could easily be exten

ded to more general functions, but we shall not consider this.

2 • THE=9UMT|ZEp=piBAC_THE0BY.

A. Field operators.

In this section and the next one we shall make extensive use of the nota

tion and results of I and B. Thus (cf.B(2.9))» we have field operators on 

^(tf), defined by

4>( v) = a(P+v) + b*(F~v) VvOC (2.1)

where P+(P_) is the projection corresponding to the positive (negative) part 

of the Dirac Hamiltonian Hq acting on the classical Hilbert space If(cf.I §3A) 

Clearly,

[$(u) ,<l>*(v)] + = (u,v) Vu,v€3C (2.2)

where
*. . . .*

<t> (v) = $(v) .

71*
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V
VfSK

Defining

^°(f) = 4>(exp(iH t)W 1f)
X. o

one has the formal relation 

<^°(f) = jdx f(x) .«J>°(t ,x)

where iJj0(x) is the usual formal free Dirac field

*°(x) = (2 ir)"3/2 ? fdp(£-)’ t a. (p)u- (p)exp(-ipx)+b*(p)vi(p)exp(ipx)) (2.

with our conventions for the u^ and (cf.l(3*6-7))• To see this, use 

(3.10) and set, e.g. (cf.B(U.6)),

(2.M

(2.5)

.6)

\ |dp a.(p)gi(p) 5 a(g) 

If f6D(H ), then

_d <j£(f) = i|>°(iH f) 
dt Z Z 0

(2.7)

(2.8)

where the differentiation is in the norm topology. Note that if one smear 

formal relation

B(-i2+m)(i>°(x) = 0
(2.9)

with f(x) and uses partial integration and (2.5) one obtains (2.8). One can 

therefore regard (2.8) as a rigorous analogue of (2.9). Similarly, the relation

[♦+(f) >^?(g)*] (f,g) VfjgSK (2.10)

is the analogue of

[<(t,x),^(t,^)]+ = 6ag 6(x-x').

Since exp(iHQt) acts as multiplication by exp(iE^t) on and by 

exp(-iE t) on 3C it follows from (2.1) and (2.U) that

^(f) = exp(iB t )i|>°( f )exp(-iB t)
1 00 o

where 

B0 E
B0 is by definition the free Fock space Hamiltonian. It is the sum operator 

derived from the operator qHQ, which acts as multiplication by E^both on the 

one-particle space 5C+ and on the one-antiparticle space 3C_.Thus, Bq is a po

sitive self-adjoint operator on ^(JC) with continuous spectrum in [m,«0 and 

eigenvalue 0 on fi, the vacuum. On physical vectors (cf.B § 2) built up from

(2.11)

(2.12)

(2.13)
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vectors in 0■„E^ ere has (cf. 3 § U)

Bq = fd& (a*:|)a(pKb*(p)b(5)) <2-lM
J “

which is of course the usual expression (the spin indices are suppressed).

More generally*, the transformation

(2.15)❖ (v) *(U (e,,A)v)

where U(a,A) is the representation of iSL(2,C) in 3C (see I (3-^*0) is imple

mented by unitary operators

fl(a,A) = r(fi(a,A)) (2.l6)

in which
. i + ( (A_1p) \5 £ i /A \\ 2

(fa(a,A)v) (p) = exp(ipa) (-------------) E (£) ?A( j
e \ p / j m V m /

. .(A \)
ij e

Vv€3C. (2.IT)

Thus,t4(a,A) acts in the same fashion on particle and antiparticle states.

One also verifies that the gauge transformation

$>(v) $(exp(ia)v) (2.18)

is implemented by the unitary operator exp(iQct), where Q is the charge opera

tor
Q = H(q). (2-19)

Moreover (cf. I (3-11)),

♦*(Cv) = C4(v)-C*, (2.20)

where C is the Fock space charge conjugation operator, given by

C = r(c') (2.21)

where
(C'v)^(p) = v^(p) V-vGJf. (2.22)

It should be noted that C is unitary, whereas C is anti-unitary.

The formal perturbed Dirac field should satisfy

B(-i#+m-B(x) )ijj(x) = 0 (2.23)

[^a(t,x) ,4»*(t,x')]+ = 6a66(x-x'). (2.2U)

In (2.23) V(x') = BB(x) is by definition a function from to the Hermitean 
l*xU matrices, the matrix elements of which belong to S(R^). Smearing with
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f(x)Qf and partially integrating one obtains as rigorous analogues.

dj»+(f) = ^(iH(t)f)
dt

Vf€D(Ho:

Vf.gSJC.

(2.25)

(2.26)

(2.27)

(X^,'J't^*]+ = ^f,g^

We assert that for any a£?(

4l (f) E <J>(U*(t,a)exp(iH t)W V)
I* j & o

is a solution to (2.25) and (2.26), where U is the interaction picture e 

lution operator corresponding to V(x) (cf. I § 3B). Indeed, the 

of (2.26) is trivial and (2.25) follows from the relation

* (2.28)
U (t,a) = U(a,t)

and I (2.23).

Evidently,

lim 4*+. _ (exp(-iH^t)f) = 4>(W f)

V £ — 1
lim (exp(-iH t)f) = 4>(S W f)

t ,—«> o

(2.29)

(2.30)

where the limits are norm limits and S is the classical S operat 

Hence, we set

<J/in(f) = *(w‘1f)

♦int,t(f) 

*out(f) ’s

♦ (U*(t,—)W-1f) = (exp(-iHt)f)

4>(S*W

(2.31)

(2.32)

(2.33)

is the inter-where int stands for interpolating. In a formal sense, ^ 15

action picture analogue of the Heisenberg picture field 4>t _„•
• 1+. 4

We now define field operators,smeared with test functions F^S(R ) by

*eX(F)

int
ex

i|j (F) = I dt ^

dt ip (exp(iH t)F(t,*))

t ,■
(F(t,•))

.(2.3U)

(2.35)

, f/t > flnd ex = in,out. To con-
where the integrals are Riemann integrals m *«wa'
form with common usage these field operators depend linearly on F. Clear y, 

we can also write,

^X(F) = *ex(jdt exp(iHQt )F(t,'))

4> (F) = $(fdt U*(t ,-®)exp(iHQt )W ^F(t,*))

* vvhere the integrals are strong Riemann integrals in 3C resp. JC. The relation

(2.36)

(2.37)
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(2.38)i|>in(F) = |dxF(x)\J;0(x)

now follows in the same way as (2.5). One also verifies that

*ex((i*T+m)F) = 0 (2-39)

*int((i^T+m-B'r)F) = 0. <2-1,0)

Thus, i|*ex(x) and i|ilrvt(x) satisfy the free resp. perturbed Dirac equation in 

the sense of operator-valued distributions. Moreover, we have

Theorem 2.1. The interpolating field is local and satisfies the Yang-

Feldman equations:

(2.1+1) 

(2.1+2)

H,int(TRF) = «ln(F)

/nt(T„F) = *0Ut(F)

where

(TjF)(x) = F(x)- dyF(y)ST(y-x)B(x) I = R ,A. (2.1+3)

Proof. If supp F and supp G are spacelike separated:

[\J^nt(F) ,^nt(G)*]+ = (fdtU*(t,-®)exp(iHQt)W ^(t, *), f dt' U*(t' ,-«)
J -1- ° 

exp(iH t')W G(t*,’)) 
o

dtdt'(l(t,*),US(t,t')5(t' , * ))

= (:iN+i[GA])(F^) = ° (2.1+1+)

where we used (2.28) and I (2.21), (2.27), Th.3.2.

To prove (2.1+1) we note that

(TrF)(x) = F(x)-Y°B(x)

r

dyS (x-y)Y°F(y) 

r V Y

(2.1+5)

= F(x)+iV(x)| dt’exp(-iHQ(t-t') )F.(t' ,* )J (x) (2.1+6)

where we used the well-known relation

S*(y-X) = y°SA(x-y)Y° (2.1+7)

and I Th.3.2 (for V(x) = 0). Thus,
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(2.48)

dtU*(t,-~)exp(iH t)(T_F)(t,') = [dtU*(t,-~)exp(iH t)F(t,')
J _ , O . n O

^°° f ^ ("t, ' rco y)nj dt dt 1. . n itnO(tn). .0(t 1 )0(t) Idt'exp(iHQt1 )F(t1 , ‘)

■* -ooJ _oo J n n •* t + , +
|dt'U (t' ,-oo)exp(iHot') F(t' , • )+in|Q(-i )nfdt' fdt fdt 1. .
^ J —oo ' —oo' —00

J n"^tnO(tn)--0(t1)0(t)exp(iHot')F(t,J-)

= Jdt exp(iHQt)F(t,'). 

Hence, (2.U1) holds. Similarly.
v v r v v .

dtU (t,-~}exp(iHot)(TAF)(t,-) = dt'U*(t' ,-<» )exp( iHQt' )F(t' , •)

. oo nr°° (°°ft' /-t rt y v v y V“1n=o jdt'(J-j)dtjdt1..j n dtnO(tn)..0(t1)0(t)exp(iHQt')F(t',*)

= jdtU exp(iHQt )F(t, *).

Thus, (2.U2.) holds. H

(2.U9)

We note that, if V(x) i 0, *in and *int can not he unitarily equivalent 

(if they were, one would have 

. intOint(F),*int(G)*]+ = [*in(FMin(G)*] +
h 4

VF,QGS(R ) (2.50)

so

U(t,t') = 1

from which it follows by I (2.22) that V(x)

Vt,t'GR2 (2.51)

However, this does not

imply that ib. and \b. . , are unitarily inequivalent,
in int »t

. _____ cur*

*0Ut(F) = SVn(F)S
4x4Vpes(R-) (2.52)

Vf€3C (2.53)then also
*out(f) = S\n(f)S 

and vice versa. This is an easy consequence of (2.36), (2.3l) au 

Evidently, existence of the Fock space S-operator is in turn equivalent to the

implementability of the field operator transformation

* (2.5*0
#(v) $(S v).

Following Capri (18) and Wightman (19) one can define, provided that TR,TA 

are bisections of S(R^)1*, an out field by
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VPESfR1*)1*. (2.55)Ct(F) ■ +in(V,TAF>

It easily follows from I Th.A.1 that this condition is satisfied (use (2.U5) 

and its analogue for and observe that A = A , I = f,a). Using (2.U1-U2) 
ve now conclude 1

,out*"’(F) = *°Ut(F). (2.56)

Thus,

Theorem 2.2. The Capri-Wightman approach and the Friedrichs-Segal approach 
lead to the same S-operator.j

Using (2.16) and I (3.^6) one verifies that

ti(a,A)^ln(F)^*(a,A) = (2.57)

where
Fa*A(x) = S(A"1)TF(A"1(x-a)). (2.58)

Hence, \|/ln satisfies the Wightman axioms (27).

We finally observe that if one chooses a different representation of the 

y-algebra, {y }, and proceeds in the same way as we have done (defining,

e.g.,

W' = MW (2.59)

where M is the unitary matrix which connects the representations), then the 

resulting field \J>ln is not unitarily equivalent with t|>in. Indeed, if 

it were, (2.50) should hold with -*■ . However, S(x-y)y° and

S'(x-y)y° are different distributions. Even the Wightman axioms do not deter

mine the free field up to unitary equivalence. Indeed, there exist different 

representations of the y-algebra having the same (S(A)}, since the {S(A)) 

have a non-trivial commutant.

B. The evolution operator and S-operator in FjJC).

We now assume that only the timelike component of the vector field (i.e. 

the electric field) and/or the pseudovector field are non-zero. It then fol

lows from ITh.3.3 that the hypothesis of ITh.2.8 is satisfied, and from
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. vT' _ / \ rn **p )GRxR2 • Deno-
ICor.3-1* that U^(T2,T1) is implementable m/a for any >A2* 1 f T ) 

ting the resulting three-parameter family of unitary operators y x 2 1

it follows in particular that
¥t6*' (2'60)

If (XjT^jT^) is such that

(«,Vx(t2,t1)n) * 0

then we normalize U by requiring

(n,Un) > 0.
In the next theorem the set ECT^jT^ is defined in 

A by 1(2.57).

(2.61)

(2.62)

ITh.2.8, and the operator

true. For these

(2.63)

Theorem 2.3. (i) For any (X .,T2,T 1 )6FA E(T2,T 1 )xS2 (2.6l) holds 

values of the arguments one has for any 4^D:

It <f> = det(l__+A+_*A+_)"§:exp'(A+_aV+A++a*a+A__bb +A_+ba):4>.

(ii) ^(Tg>T1) is strongly continuous on R2 for any \€ (-«,,*), and on

for any (Tg.T^ell2.

(iii) On (-Jt,Jl)xfc2:

UX(T,T) = 1
^(T^WW = exp(ix(A,T3,T2,T1))t/x(T3,T1) 

where x is a real-valued function.
(iv) For any (T^T^SR2 and <f>eD the vector-valued function on

(-1,1) has a unique analytic continuation to

(2.6U)

lE(Tp»T^)

= dist(E,{0))
(2.65)

and a, possibly two-valued, analytic continuation to ftEtTg,^)

Proof. It follows from B that (2.6l) is equivalent to existence of a uniquely 

determined bounded operator A on 3C, satisfying 

(U-l)-A-(U-l)P_A = (U-l)-A-AP_(U-1) = 0.

Comparing (2.66) and l(2.60) we conclude that the first statement of (i) holds

true. The second one then follows from (2.62) and B(U.l8).

Since U (T«,T ) is unitary its strong continuity will follow if we prove 

A (- I
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that the function M(X,T2>T1), defined by

n »r,n' , r'GIJ f.,f'€3f+ g. #gj€3C (2-6T)

is continuous on %2 for any X€(-*,a) and on FXE^,^) for any (Tg.T^eft2. 

Using (2.63) and the CAR one easily sees that MU,^,^) is equal to a finite 

sum of terras, each of which is the product of (+ or -)det(..)~^ and a finite 

number of terms of the form (f.,A+J5j), (f.,A++fI), (g!,A__gj), (g^A_+f^, 

'^i*^j) or Since det(l+*) is a continuous function on the trace

class (28) we conclude from ITh.2.8 that det( .. has the required conti

nuity properties. The same conclusion for the remaining terms follows from 

the norm continuity of A^(Tg,T1) in X and (T^T^. Thus, M has the required 

properties.

(2*6*0 is an easy consequence of 1(2.21) and the irreducibility of the 

field operators.

To prove (iv) we first observe that

E(T2.Tl) = E(T2>Ti) V(T2,Ti)g?!2. (2.68)

Indeed, U^__ is singular if and only if V* is, since

= UX— vxec. (2.69)

(To see this, use 1(2.39) and the unitarity of for XGR.) We then note that 
on (-JI,£.)xR2 (cf.B(3.2))

1__+A+_*A+_ = (2.70)

so
(1__+A+_*A+_)(1__ “u_+u_+*) = 1__* (2.71)

It follows from ITh.2.8 that (2.70-70 can be continued to CX E and that 
A^+_*A^+_ and Ux_+U^_+* are | | . | |^-analytic functions in CX E resp. C. Hence 

(28),

g(X) = det(l__+Ax+_*Ax+_)_1 = det(l__-Ux_+Ux_+*) (2.72)

is an entire function which only vanishes in the points of E. Denoting its po

sitive square root on (-£.,£) by v(X) it follows from the monodromy theorem

that v(X) has a unique analytic continuation to D . Clearly, v(X) can be ana-
lE

lytically continued to an, in general two-valued, function on CXE. We assume 

first that v(X) can be continued to an entire function.

We define for any (T^T^JeS , X€(XE(T2>T.j) and <J> of the form
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* = i5ia*(fi)tjjlb*(g.)n

•exp(AA+_a*b*)fi

n^GN f.G3C+ g.Gtf_, (2.73)

njfl/bV^-g.HatU^-g.))

(2.7*0

products in (2.73-7*0 are by definition in the natural order of the in

dices. It follows from B that the r.h.s. of (2.'7*0 belongs to and that it

qual to if XG(-Z,n). Choosing A^GCN E and an open ball 0^ with center

*0 such that 0X he = 0, it follows from 1(2.13) and B(3.^7) that ||(/X<J>|| is

bounded on 0^ . Hence, & <f> is analytic in \ if <f>) is analytic in 0
o A o a aq

any i|£D. However, this follows from the analyticity of v(A), and A^+

m CN E by the same argument that we used to prove the continuity properties 

of U.

It is clear from the above that (iv) holds as well if some points of E
are branch points of v(A). In thi s case the continuation to CN E is two-valued I
Using results recently obtained by Bellissard (20,21) and Palmer ( 

now study the Fock space S-operator, which corresponds to a functio 

considered in subsection A, multiplied by a real coupling consta 

by definition the unitary operator 5X satisfying

♦ (sjv) =S>(v)Sx <2'75)

(if such an operator exists, cf.B). We denote by *s the supremum of the num

bers a > 0 such that S14. are | | . | | .-analytic in V It follows from (20,

Lemmas A 5.U,A 5.6), using the Neumann series argument of (21,Th.II 

that l > 0. Since each term of their perturbation series is H.S. and t 
series'converges in norm, Sx+_ are compact for any X€C. Thus, arguing as in

the proof of ITh.2.8, it follows that E = 1S a discrete

D , and that A = F. («,-°°) can be continued to CNE. It moreover follows from 

(17) that Sx+_ are H.S. for any AGR, soSx exists for any XGR and ^x+_ ar 

H.S. for any-jGFNE. If AGR is such that

(n,\n) 4 0 (2.76)
we require

(ft >3^) > 0. (2.77)
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(2.78)

Setting

lc = minUE,)ls) 

we have

Theorem 2.U. (i) For any AGR\E (2.76) holds true. For these A one has for any

<t£D:

S* = det(1__+A+_*A+_)-J:eXp(A+_a*b*+A++a*a+A_bb*+A_+ba):<(1. (2.79)

(ii) 5x is strongly continuous on R\E.

(iii) For any <JGD the vector-valued function S 4> on (-£, ,£ ) has a unique
A c c

analytic continuation to *> if > 2. it has a, possibly two-valued, ana

lytic continuation to D \E?
£ s

(iv) For any AGR\E is causal, up to a phase factor, and Lorentz covariant; 

for any AGRHE 5^ is causal and Lorentz covariant, up to a phase factor.

Proof. In view of the above it suffices to prove (iv) 
is an easy consequence of ITh.3.1.Jj

However, this statement

We remark that, by IThs.3.3,3.1, £g = » for any V(x) which, in some iner- 

tial frame, is equal to the sum of an electric and a "pseudo—electric" field. 

Thus, £c = ££ for these V. We further note that if the vacuum-to-vacuum tran

sition amplitude (ftjS^ft) = 0, i.e. if AGRTie, then 5^6 is given by the r.h.s. 

of B(5.15), with U -*■ (up to a phase factor). Finally, we mention that 

Schwinger (2U) formally obtained the expression (2.79) for $x in the case of 

an electromagnetic field.

C. The connection with the Feynman-Dyson series.

According to Th.2.U 5^$ can, for any 4GD, be expanded in a power series, 

the convergence radius of which is greater than of equal to In this sub

section we will derive explicit expressions for the expansions of

v(A) = (n,sxn) xgd£ (2.80)
c
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and of

RX<J> = 5x*/v(X) *GD XGD.

and compare the result with the expressions which one obtains

Feynman-Dyson (F.D.) series for the Fock space S-operator (25*2 )

We set for any XGD^ (cf.B § 4) 
c

MX E Ax+.aV+Ax++a*a+Ax-bb*+Ax-+ba-

From I § 3B we have, explicitly exhibiting the spin indices,

ii. ii',-*- -*-N “ , n. (n)ii ’/-*■ -*\
JW(***) = nhX A ce'(p'9)

where
A<n)“,(p.4) = 2»i|dkr.akn_1(|-)Jw^(p)i(ep-k1)SF(k1)%(kr]

n

Clearly,
, , • 5 *n.M(n) .

: : <J» = s.lim E X :M : 4>
N-x» n= 1

where

M(n) E A(n). aV*l(n)H«*rt

V<f£D

<n) bb*+A(n) ba.

In (2.86) we again suppressed the spin indices. It follows from (2.79) 

B § It) that
N 1 r

= s.lim £ Try : M :4>

(2.81)

formal

(2.82)

(2.83)

(2.84)

(2.85)

(2.86) 

(cf.

(2.87)

N-*» L=0

where, explicitly,
L

: M

VdGD

A.1 A. . (-A,T )kA.4
*X : ” i,j^k,fi,=0 i! j '.k!£.I X+- X++ X— X-+

i+j+k+fi,=L

Using arguments familiar by now we conclude that .M^ -4>

for any <{£D. In fact, one easily sees that

:M L:* = s.lim Z Xn:M(n,L):4>

N-*» n=L
where „ T /• \(n T) n-L+1 L (j )

m n,L E . E . , M 1
°i ■ ’JL" 1

o1+..+jL=n

L > 1

> L > 1.

Thus,3 ’ oo 1 « n (n ,L) .
V = *+lll IT n^L x :M

V<j£D,

(2.88)

D*
c

(2.89)

(2.90)

(2.91)
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We now have

Theorem 2.5. For any $eD and X€D?

3L<|> s s.lim Z Xnft(n)$

N-*» n=o
where

R(o) = i

L=i ’

* * wsx A. > N^Y WiOXJ x O OUXXXV
nI0xn4,-*(n)$) = (*,SX*)

However, as 4>,iJ£D, there exists a K < 
K ,

where we used (2.91). Hence, (2.9U) follows.^

(2.92)

n >_ 1. (2.93)

to show that

VijjGD. (2.9*0

such that

(2.95)

With our conventions for the Dirac equation and the field operators (cf. 

(2.23) and (2.6)) the F.D. S-operator is given by

F.D. T(exp(i[dxJLjtx)))

where
= X:^°(x)B(x)\J;0(x): .

(2.96)

(2.97)

Expanding the exponential and using Wick's theorem the fully contracted fac-
F Dtors sum up to the well-known multiplicative divergent factor (fl,5. " "ft) "by

F D ^
the usual arguments (25); omitting this factor one obtains % m We denote

^ A
the term of the coefficient of X in its expansion (n >_ 1) which has L un
contracted i|> and ^ (1 £ L <_ n) by (L!)”1 Using the relation (cf.(2.6)

and I § 3A)

(n.T(*°(x)^(y))n) = -iSF(x-y)ag

and a combinatorial argument it then follows that 
n-L+1

(2.98)

4n.£] = ^ f^1--axn:[*°(x1)B(x1)SF(xrx2)B(x2)--SF(xjrrXj1)

B(xji)*°(x.j]..p°(xji + ..+j]
1)B(xj1+..+^1 + l)-'B(xn)*°lxn)]:- (2‘99)
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However, from (2.6), (2.8U) and (2.86) it cnitily

( (f j
dx1..dxt*°(x1)B(x1)SF(x1-X2)..B(xl)*0(x|l) • M • 

Thus, using (2.90),

>j(n»L) _ .M(n,L).
F.D.

so
‘b F.D. .t>

Of course, the r.h.s. of (2.99) is a priori not defined in a r; v/)VC & 

-aohematical sense. What we have shown by the formal calculations leading 

°ro (2.96) to (2.102) is that expressions like (2.99) can be associate*; .0 a 

quite natural way with well-defined operators mapping the subspace of phys;caJ 

ectors D into and that,with this association,the relative F.D. 3-operat02 

acts in the same way on physical vectors as ^. Thus, the formal relative 

S-matrix elements, given by

T> F.D..+ -> + + + +
\ n (Pi»--Pn»o1,..,qr;p;,..,p'f,q;,..,o^1)

=(inia*(pi)jB1b*($j)fi;t^D*i^a*(p!)jnib*(qj)fi) (2.103)

^n,r,n ,r' are equal to their rigorous counterparts, viz. the tem

pered distributions (p1,..,pn,q1,...q^;p],..,p^,,qj,..,q^t) which are de

fined by the requirement

Vfi>gj>f!,gj€s<R3)2

(2. 10li)
We further note that the A(n)jj! (p,q) (which together with the 6-function 

are the constituents of the terms of the perturbation series of any 

S-matrix element) are functions in S(R^) in p and q separately (cf.I 

whereas the complete amplitudes A^tp.q) are tempered distributions which 

are not necessarily functions.

We shall now show that the coefficients of the expansion of vW easily 
follow from the L2(R6) factions A(n)“' (?.»)■ denoting by [x] “*

greatest integer less than or equal to x, we have

Theorem 2.6. For any \€D :
c

v(x) = ? d An
n=o n

(2.105)
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1 o
(2.106)

where

d = 
o d! i

ndn = ki2 kakdn-k n > 2

[5k],_,n k-2n+1

\= y i—i— y
n=1 2n i..,j =1 

• 1, • n .
11+-*+Jn"k

(ij * (j.)
TrA ' A . .A

* <
A k>2.(2.107)

Proof. Since A^+_ is ||.||^-analytic in and Aq+_=0 we have, if |x| is 

small enough (28), c

v(X) = det(l +Ar A. ) 5 = exp(s E (-)nn (X)) = exp(f(X)) (2.108)
— ■*•— ah— n—1 n

where
an(X) = Tr(Ax+_*Ax+_)n. (2.109)

Clearly, f(X) is analytic in and

m) = kI2Vk-

Thus, differentiating the identity 

v(X) = exp(k|2 a^X^)

at both sides and equating coefficients. (2.106) follows.

(2.110)

(2.111)

The F.D. analogue of is given by

a£-D’ = -k'1|dx1..axkTrB(x1)SF(x1-x2)B(x2)..SF(xk-x1) k>2. (2.112)

Formally Fourier transforming to time-momentum variables the integrand be

comes a measurable function, since S_(t,p) is. However, one easily sees that
r

the integral is not absolutely convergent for k=2. For higher k it presumably 

does not converge either, but this is difficult to prove. Transforming to 
energy-moment urn variables and replacing S_ by sjl with 6>o (cf.l(3.19)) it

r r
might be convergent for k>_5, but it is not clear whether the limit 64 o then 

exists. If it does, one could probably obtain any other number by choosing 

a different sequence of functions approximating S„ (in the sense of distn-r
butions).We also .note that two renormalizations (in the sense of Hepp (29)) 

of the undefined product of the Sp in (2.112) differ in general by a finite 

renormalization which gives a non-zero contribution.
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F.D.

d F.D.Re\

same remarks apply to the real part of a^'~', given by

(2k)'1|dxr.dxkTr[B(x1)SF(x1-x2)..SF(xk-x1)+B(x1)S?(x1-x2)

*‘SF(xk-x1}] * (2*113)

vhich of course is the "observable” part, since the imaginary part only gives 

rise to a phase factor. In particular, we have not been able to show that one 

obtains a^ if one evaluates Re a^’^’ by the usual Feynman techniques.

However, it should be realized that in view of (2.102) one ought to re

quire vxe(-jl ,JL ) (2.1 iU)
c c

_____ Since v(A) is

/\
analytic this requirement can only be satisfied if

(2.115)

|(n,^-D-n) | = v(x)

if ,S^D- is to correspond to a unitary operator on Fock space

D F.D. 
Re a^ Vk > 2.

As noted above, we could not obtain a satisfactory definition of the 

r.h.s. of (2.113) which implies (2.115) or, equivalently, (2.11U). We shall 

now show that, nevertheless, (2.11U) can be formally derived.

Substituting (2.116)

Vsi\ —
in (2.112) and multiplying through, the term without S_ drops out since the 

integrand is zero a.e.. The sum of the remaining terms can be written as

F.D. k _1 k-n+1 / ^n-1n” =1 d5to1..dx^TrS_(^-x1)B(Xl)SR(x1-x2)

.1. n_v Ji +..+in-k

••B(xi1)S-(xi1-xi1 + 1)B^ii + 1)SR(Xii + rxii+2

B( Vi +1 ,SR( Vi.+ rVi„+2) • •B(xk)S_(xk-x)Y(

)-B(Vi )s-cVi 'Vi V
n

(2.117)

(2.118)
(To see this, first use (cf.l(3.28)) 

i|dxS_(xk-x)y°S (x-x1 ) = S (x^-Xj).

Observe then that two terms with the same n but with (i^*..»in) which differ 

by a cyclic permutation, give the same contribution. A moment's reflection now 

shows that the number of such terms, multiplied by n ^equals the number of 

such terms in the expansion <5f (2.112), multiplied by k . Thus, (2.117) 

follows.) We now note (cf.I § 3B) that the r.h.s. of (2.117) is formally

Ir .equal to the coefficient of A in the expansion of 

n
'A—

n!1(-)n+V1TrR,
(2.119)
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(This would be rigorously true if R were ||.|| -analytic in a neighbour- 

hood of the origin, which it is not in the present case.) Thus,

(Q,S^'D,n) = det(1__+R^__) (2.120)

so
|(fl,5^’D‘n)| = (det(1__+R^ _)det(1 -A^ ))5 = det(UA Ux* )2=v(X)(2.121)

where we used 1(2.55)» some properties of infinite determinants (28) and

(2.70).

Of course, this derivation is purely formal. Nevertheless, we have the 

following analogue of Furry’s theorem, which closes this section.

Theorem.2.7» Let V (t) be such that there exists a conjugation C, satisfying 

CV(t) = V(t)C Vt*=R (2.122)

CH = -H C. 
o o

Then

a2n+1 ° Vn^N .

(2.123)

(2.12U)

Proof. It follows from (2.123) by the functional calculus that

CP = P C. e -e
Thus, using 1(2.8),

CAxc =
Hence (cf.(2.109))

YXG(-£ ,£ ). 
c c

0 (X) = Tr(C(A *A )nC) = Tr(A A *)n = o (-X) 
n a+— a+— —a+- —a+- n

VXG(_Jl ,2, ). 
c c

(2.125)

(2.126)

(2.127)

In the last step we used the fact that A+ A+ has the same eigenvalues, in

cluding multiplicities, as A+ A+_. From (2.108) and (2.127) it clearly fol
lows that f(X) is even, so (2.12U) holds true. Q

* The theorem holds in particular for electromagnetic fields, since the 

charge conjugation operator then satisfies (2.122-123).
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3 • SSi-9yMTIZED_KL|INzG0RPQg=Tg|QgX •

A.Field operators.

The basic field operators on (30 are defined on 1$ by (2.1) (cf 

The analogue of (2.2) is

[*(u),**(v)]_ = (u.dv) Vu>'€5C

where <l>*(v) is the restriction of $(v) to D; (3*1) holds on D^.

One could now, in analogy to the spin-5 case, introduce a formal 

ponent Klein-Gordon field
ip°(x) = (2tt )”3^2|dp(a(p)w+(p)exp(-ipx)+b (p)w_(p)exp(ipx))

and an adjoint field

^°(x) = (2tt )”3//2jdp(a*(p)w*(p)exp(ipx)-b(p)w_(p)exp(-ipx))

(cf. ISUA). It can be seen that the interaction Lagrangean

J_I(x) E :\jj°(x)B(x)iJj0(x):

(cf. I(U.UU)) leads to the same Feynman-Dyson S-matrix as the one obtained 

from the usual theory. However, since one of our mam goals is to establish 

the relation of the rigorous theory with the customary formal theory, we shall 

not consider these fields any further.
The usual free fields are (25):

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.U)

<t,°(x) E (2tt )”3/^|dp(2Ep)”^ (a(p)exp(-ipx)+b*(p)exp(ipx))

U°*(x) E 4>°(x)*

TT°(x) E 3t4>°*(x)
o* (x) = 3.<f>°(x).

They satisfy the relations 

(□+m2)4>°(x) = 0

[<t>°(t ,x) ,iT°(t ,x')] _ = i6(x-x')

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8){[*0(t,5),*0*(t^-)]. = [*°(t,x),»0*(t,x')]_ = [,°(t.S).w°*(t ,{•)]_ = o

and the adjoint relations (i.e. the relations obtained by taking formal ad-

joints
We define for any f6Wi(R'3) 

♦°(f) = «l»(exp(iHot)|Ho|"’1w”1f) (3-9)
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ir°(f) = 4>*(i
0

exp(iHQt)qW_1f) (3.10)

where, at the r.h.s.,

*-
ti in

O
 i-T) (3.11)

The operators 4>°*(f) ,ir°*(f) are defined in the obvious way. Clearly,

♦°(,)(f) = ( dxf (x) <J>° (t, x)) ^ * ^ (3.12)

^(,)(f) = (' ^f(x)lT°(t,J))(*). (3.13)

Moreover, for any ip£D^,,

Vfew,(R3)
2

(3.11*)

,2
^-0 ♦?(*)* = 
dt^ t

<t>°( (A-m2)f)ip VfEW^(R3)'.

0

(3.15)

The time differentiations are in the strong sense, and A acts in the sense of 

distributions. One also verifies, using (3.1), that on

°/,irt(g

,o*
)]-=ildxf(x)g(x)

[4>°(f) >4>° (g)]_ - [4>°(f) >*°*(g)]_ = [ir°(f) ,TT°*(g)]_ = 0
(3.16)

for any f,g£=Wi(R ). The relations (3.l4-l6) and their adjoints can be regar- 
5

ded as rigorous analogues of the relations (3-6-8) and their adjoints.

The analogue of (2.12) is

ip°(f) = exp(iBQt)tp°(f )exp(-iBQt) ip = ir,«p (3.17)

where Bq is the free Fock space Hamiltonian, defined by (2.13). It clearly 

has the same properties as in the Dirac case (in particular (2.1U) holds true 

in the same sense). Similarly, the field operator transformation (2.15), 

where U(a,A) is the representation of the Poincare group in 3C, given by 

1(4.55), is implemented by unitary operators lt(a,A) given, by (2.16), in which

(lf(a,A)v) (p) = exp(ipa)^——EA2V v (A-1p) VvQC. (3-18)

e \ Po / e
Also, the gauge transformation (2.18) is implemented by exp(iQa), where Q is 

the charge operator (2.19). It follows from 1(4.17) that (2.20-21) hold true 

as well,with

(C v)£ (p) = v_£(p) Vv€3f. (3.19)

Again, 'C is unitary while C is anti-unitary.

The perturbed Klein-Gordon fields should satisfy
(□+m2-K(x))<|>(x) = 0 (3.20)
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(3.21)
*(x) = 8t(J>*(x)+iAo(x)(}>*(x)

and (3.8) with the o's omitted, and the adjoint relations.

K = iA 3u+i3 AU+A AU+Au

where (1=0,..,It) are real-valued functions in S(rV) Smearing «• 

resp. f(x) and partially integrating one obtains

(In (3.20)

(3.22)

7* ft'.

\(f)

.•^•<Pt(2iAof) + «|,t((-A+m2-K)f) = 0

K(f)+<(iA0f)

(3.23)

(3.2U)

and (3.16) with the o's omitted, and the adjoint relations. We assert 

any aGR
(3.25)

(3.26)

K a(f) = 4>(U*(t ,a)exp(iH t) IH I"1 W_1f) 
t,a ^ o 1 o'

irt#a(f) = $ (iU*(t ,a)exp(iH t)qW V)

and their adjoints are solutions to (3-23-2U), commutation relatio 

adjoint relations in the sense specified before (cf. (3-lk-lo)). ^In ^

U is the interaction picture evolution operator corresponding oo {

(cf. ISUB).) Indeed, the commutation relations follow from (3-1) ana the 

pseudo-unitarity of U while on D(Hq), by 1(2.23),

d_.* 
dt

■U*(t ,a)exp(iH t) = expU^t) = iU*(t ,.)exp(iH0t )qH(t >4. (3.2T)

It therefore remains to show

(-qH(t)2q-iqV(t)q)|hJ 1(o)+2ilH0l

»(0f) ■ i5i(«)'.iSor0*.|Sj-'(Y)-
The verification of (3-28-29) is straightforward. 

Clearly, on Df,
s.lim <j> (exp(-iH t)f) = 4>(|H | H/ f) 

t-— tj"“ °

s.lim (exp(-iH t)f) = 4>(S |H | W f).
t-*» 1,-00 ° °

Similar relations hold for tt, (f). Therefore we set
t,-“

(3.28)

(3.29)

(3.30)

(3-31)
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(3-32)

*in(f) = *(|Hj"V1f)

»in(f) = 4>*(iqW_1f)

*int.t(f) H *Or(t,-)|H l-V’f)
int,

*int,t
(f) = <D*(iU*(t,-co)qW”1f)

(3.33)

Vt(f) = *(s*iH0rvif)

"out(f) 5 (iS*qW~^f)
(3.3U)

The adjoints are defined in the obvious way. We note that, if f ranges over
VM^), the arguments of the <*> and fi>* in e.g. (3.32) and its adjoint range

over a dense subspace of -X, which ensures the irreducibility of the field

operators. (Properly speaking, of e.g. the set of unitary operators
exp(i(<J>. (f)+<J>* (f))), exp(i(ir. (f)+ir? (f))). ) 

in in m m
We now define field operators smeared with test functions F65(R^) by, e.g. 

(cf. (3.32-3U)),

r.
i -i;4> (F) = <$>( dt exp( iH t) | H |~'W~ F(t,*))

TTln(F)

*int(F)

<t>*(ij -i-dt exp(iHQt)qW F(t,*))

* — 1 — 1 ^4>( I dt U (t,-«)exp(iH t) I H I W F(t,*)) 
1 o o

(3.35)

(3.36)

(3.37)

etc.; adjoints are defined by, e.g.,

*in*(F) = *in(F)*ro.

Thus these field operators depend linearly on F. Clearly, (2.3U-35) hold with 

\J> = 7r,<j> if the integral is interpreted as a strong Riemann integral on Df.

One easily verifies the relations

^(F) = | dxF(x)<J>°(x) (3-38)

(3.39)

IT -(F) = ~(-atF) (3.U0)

(3.U1) 

(3.U2)

<}.eX((D+m2)F) = 0

(-9tF)
4.int((D+m2-K)F) = 0

rr^nt satisfy (3*7)>

,int(F) = ^int*((-9t+iAo)F).

(Use (3.27-29) to obtain (3-^1 -!*2). ) Thus <J>ex, tt6X, 4>int 

(3.6), (3.20), (3.21) in the sense of operator-valued distributions. Notice
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that the $ex^(F), 4>int^^(F) form an irreducible set of operators, in con

trast to the sharp time fields <b'*^(f), 4.^. (f). Furthermore:
rex int,t

Theorem 3.1. The interpolating field tf> 

Feldman equations:

*lnt(TRF) = *in(F)

int . local and satisfies the Yang-

*int(TAF) = *°Ut(F)

where

(TjFMx) = F(x)- dyF(y)A].(y-x)K(x) I = R,A.

(3.1*3)

(3.*»U)

(3.1*5)

Proof. If supp F and supp G are spacelike separated one has on D^: 

[<J>lnt(F),<{,int*(G)]_ = (|dtU*(t,-»)exp(iHot)|Hor1w"1f(t,-), 

qjdt'U*(t’ ,-»)exp(iHot) | Hq| "”^W_1G(t' , *))

■ H*'<HF(tO-)j- ^S(t-t')fG(tV)))

= (-i§R+i§A)(F,G) = 0

where we used l(2.2l), (2.27), Th.U.3.

To prove (3.1*3) we observe that 
(T^F)(x) = F(x)-K(x)jdyAA(x-y)F(y).

Using (3.27) and ITh.U.2 (for K(x) = 0) it then follows that ^ v
JdtU*(t,-°o)exp(iHot)|Hor1(T^F)(t,-) = jdtU*(t ,-»)exp(iHot) |Hq| ^(t,*) 

°° t ^■nio(_i)n[dt[dtr-f dtnq6(tn)..0(t1)exp(iHot)Ho_1
J —oo* —00 * —00

“/(A AlJ(t,')+i7.A(t,*)+iA(t,-).V+Au(t,*))|dx'AA(t-t,,--x')F(x')\

0 ' r . . I

(3.^6)

(3.1*7)

iA (t,*) dx'AA(t-t' )F(x'
)Ih.h( t)H-VAo(t'-)/d*,‘*<*-t:--5-w,')

..-E..0(t1)exp(iHQt)
(iAo(t,-)

..+iZ..0(t1)exp(iH t)V(t)H _1 

|dt exp(iHot)|Ho|“1F(t,‘).

c’C ’)]

..AA..+(-A^(t,')+..+Au(t,‘

dt'exp(-iHo(t-t1))F(t', ) 
t

,•))(.-v

(3.U8)
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The proof of (3.UU) is similar (cf. the proof of (2.**2)).g

It is easily seen that if)1** and ij)1"0 cannot be unitarily equivalent 

if K(x) 4 0, and that <+> and 4>in are unitarily equivalent if and only if 

^out ^in are ^ = 7T»<*>)> aild if and only if the transformation (2.5*0 is 

unit-arily implement able.
Since, by ITh. A.1, T are bisections of S(R^), one can define an out 

field by

Ct(F) = *ln(V’TAF) VFes(RU). (3.149)

From (3-*»3-UU) it then follows that

*°f(F) = *out(F). (3.50)

Hence,

Theorem 3.2. The Capri-Wigthman 

lead to the same S-operator.

approach and the Friedrichs-Segal approach

'v
We finally note.that on D

U(a,A)(j>in(F)lT(a,A) = <|>ln(.Fa,A) (3.50

where
Fa,A(x) = F(A_1(x-a)). (3.52)

Thus 4>lr* satisfies the Wightman axioms. Note that in view of (3.*40) 7iln 

is Lorentz non-covariant.

B. The evolution operator and S-operator in (3f).

We now assume that the magnetic field vanishes. It then follows from 

ITh.*4.*4 that the hypothesis of ITh.2.8 is satisfied, and from ICor *4.5 that 
UA(T2,Tl) is implementable in 3^(30 for any (X ,T^ ,T^ )ERxR^. Denoting the 

resulting 3-parameter family of unitary operators by 'll (T ,T ) it follows in 

particular that on D, for any fEWi(RJ) and tER,
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ilf = *>4>- (3.53)

If U,T2,T ) is such that (2.61 ) holds then we require that (2.62) hold. The.X,T2,Tl) is such that (2-61 ) holds 

operator A in the next theorem is defined by I(2.1*9).

Theorem 3.3. (i) For any (X,Tg,T1 )€Rxfc2 (2.ol) holds true. For these values 

of the arguments one has for any <j>GD:

K<J> = det ( 1__-A+_*A+_) 5 : exp( A+_a*b*+A++a*a+A__bb*+A_+ba):4> *

(ii) (TpjT^) is strongly continuous on for any X€R and on R for any 

(Tg.T^r.
(iii) On RxR2 (2.6U) holds t rue.

(iv) For any (T ,T )e]i2 and D the function (^,VX (T2>Ti )*) on

has an analytic continuation to Di .
2 *•

Proof. The statements (i)-(iii) follow from I and B by the arguments used in 

the proof of Th.2.3. To prove (iv) we first note that

•1

on RxR2

1 -A

(1 -A

A,
* -1U U

)(1 +U U , ) = 1

(3.55)

(3.56)

(3.57)

Continuing (3*55-56) to we conclude that

g(X) = det(l__-Ax+_*Ax+_) = det(l__+UA_+Ux_+ )

is a non-vanishing analytic function in D^. Thus, its positive square root on 

(-£,{,) has a (unique) analytic continuation to D^, which we denote by v(X).

We now observe, using 1(2.8), that for any X^Di^,

IK+Jl <1* (3.58)

Thus, defining
for any (X ,T0,T, )GDi „x%2 and <f> of the form (2.73)

Ux* s v(X).D1(a*(Ux++fi)-b(Ux_+fi))jni(b*(Ux__gj)-a(Ux+_gj))

. exp(Ax+_a b )ft.
(3.59)

it follows from B that the r.h.s. of (3.59) belongs to and equals 

if Xe(-§£,2£). The statement now easily follows
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Of course, (^,1/^(T^»T1 )<$>) can be analytically continued to a larger set 

which is determined both by and by the requirement (3-58), but we

shall not pursue this.

Using the properties of mentioned in B and relations like B (2.6), 

(2.8), it can be seen that U, 4> is analytic in D-i if for any k€N+ and a <
A $1

sup | | exp(A. a b )n|| < ». (3-60)
|A|=a

However, we do not know whether (3.60) holds true.

We further observe that ll^l is analytic in but that it has no ana

lytic continuation to C unless

u.. = o vxec. (3-6i)
-+

(Indeed, if it has, A^+_ is ||.||2~entire and satisfies (3-58) on C, so by 

Liouvilie 1s theorem,

Ax+_ = 0 VX€C, (3-62)

from which (3-61) easily follows.)

We shall now consider the Fock space S-operator, defined.by (2.75) (which 

should hold on D), which corresponds to (real-valued) scalar and electromag
netic fields in S(R^). It follows from (20 ,21 ,£.c.) that > 0, where £g 

is defined as in subsection 2B. Thus,5 exists for X€(-g, ). If
A S S

XG(-£ ,£ ) is such that (2.76) holds then we require (2.77). Denoting the 
s s

supremum of the numbers a > 0 such that

Jdt||0(t,X)|| < \ VXGDa (3-63)

(cf. 1(4.36)) by £' and setting

£c = min(£',£g) 

we have

(3.64)

Theorem 3.4. (i) For any X£(-£ ,£ ) (2.76) holds true. For these X one has 
---------------------- s s
for any <J»GD:

S4> = det(l -A+ *A+_)5 :exp( A+_a*b +A++a a+A__bb +A_+ba):<{>. (3*65)

(ii) S, is strongly continuous on (-£ ,£ ).
A s s

(iii) For any the function (^,5X<M on (-£c>£c) ^as 311 analytic conti

nuation to .
c
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(iv) For any Ae(-£ ,£ ) * is causal, up to a phase factor, and Lorentz CO'
S S A

variant.

Proof. It suffices to prove (iv)

iTh.it.i. sa

However, this statement easily follows from

We remark that, by IThs.lt.It.U. 1, = - if \ is such that A = 0 in some

inertial frame. Hence, £ = £' for these fields.
We further mention that Bellissard (20) arrived at the expression (3-65) 

for ^ by using renormalization theory. He then showed that it can be defi 

on coherent states and proved several properties, like unitarity, causality 

up to a phase factor, Lorentz covariance and analyticity.

C. The connection with the Feynman-Dyson series,

According to Th.3.^ can, for any be expanded in a power

series in A, the convergence radius of which is greater than or equal to l(

We will now derive explicit expressions for the expansions of v(A) (defined 

by (2.80)) and of (\p,%x<P) (where ^ is defined by (2.8l)), and compare the 

result with the expressions obtained from the F.D. series (25)*

We introduce a formal operator (AGD£ ) by (2.82), in which

n. (n)
Aee .(p.q) = nI/V“'ee,(p,q) (3.66)

where

A(n)E£.,(p,q) = 2itijdk1..dkn_1(2Ep) 5 [vUp.k, )Ap(K, $(k, ,k2)

•■fiF(kn-1)V(kn-l’e'q)+a11 V •contracti
ionsj

(2E

^(k,k') = X (k-k')(ku+k'y)+A, (k-k')

(3.67)

(3.68)

(cf. I§UB, 1(2.U9)). Arguing as in subsection 2C one infers that (2.85-91 

hold true, with -A A —
A “ in (2.88). Hence

A

Theorem 3.5. For any and A^D^ :
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(3-69)(♦.Jtj*) = lim n£oXn(0,X(nJ<f>)

_(n)
where X is defined by (2.93).

The F.D. S-operator is given by (2.96), where (cf. (25)) 

tT(x) E >:i0*(x)V(x)*°(x):t»2:*0*lx)(AA|,)(x)jO(x):

V = -ia AU+iA ?U+A,

(3-TO) 

(3.71)

k ,0, ,o* .k nSL(fi,TOx <f> (x)a $ (y))ft) 5-3“ 3* (n,T(*°(xU° (y)).Q) k,H = 0,1. (3-72)
£| p yv

Proceeding as in subsection 2C, one obtains as the analogue of (2.99), using 

the relation
(fl,T(4>0(x)<t>°*(y) )fi) = -iAp(x-y)

and combinatorial arguments, 
n-L+1

(3.73)

(?.’d! = ^ |9x1..<axn[:(r(x1)V(x1)Vxrx2)V(x2)

jl+'*+«n

.A (x. -x. )V(x. )4>°(x. )) . . (<p°*(x. ^ . )V(x. . .)
F Jr1 h h Ji > v V-*+jL-i+1 v**+jl-i+1

• V(x )4>°(x )]:+all A Ay-contract ions 
n n / u (3.7*0

An A A -contraction of the term in brackets is by definition the same term
v

where one or several different triolets V(x.)A„(x.-x. „)V(x. ) are replaced
1 F 1 l + l 1+1

by A)j(x.)6(x.-x.+1)Ap(x. + i) (i = 1,..,n-l). Since

ijdx1 • • dx^ 4»°*(x1 )V(x1 )AF(x1-x2). .V(x^ )$°(x£ )+all A^Ay-contractionsj =M^ ^

I (3.75)

(2.101) follows. Thus, (2.102) holds. Regarding the meaning of this equality

and regarding the relative S-matrix elements the same remarks can be made as

in subsection 2C.

The analogue of Th.2.6 is:

Theorem 3.6. For any X^D v(X) is given by (2.105), where d is defined by 
(2.106),- and c /• \ « /• \ /• \ _ / . J1

. [Jk]-1 k-2n+1 _ ,(l1J */V .'V *#(V
cl. = Lv J7T" • v . _. Tr A A A A

i1+..+jn=k

k > 2.

(3.76)
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~00-' This follows as in subsection 2C from the relation (for |x| small 

enough)

v( X) = det(l__-A^+ ^ = exP^-5_lin 'o„(X))

where on is defined by (2.109).

(3.77)

As the analogue of (2.112) one obtains

a2"D" = 2 1|dx1dx2V(x1)AF(x1-x2)V(x2)AF(x2-x1) (3*78)

F.D. -if
ak =k jdV*dxk

k > 3. (3.79)

In time-momentum variables the integral is absolutely convergent if k U 

ar>d = 0. However, we do not know whether in this case its real part equals 

. But for this circumstance, similar remarks on (Re)a^ and ^)|

can be made as in subsection 2C. In order to see that (2.111*) holds, trans

form (3.78-79) to energy-momentum variables and substitute
Xf=£r+£_. (3.80)

Using the relation

A_(p) = 2iri0 (-p° )6 (p^-m^ ) (3.8l)

(cf. 1(3.17)) and l(lj.U7) it then follows as in subsection 2C that

= det( 1__+RX__)_1. < 3 - 82)

(Again, is actually not | | . | | ^analytic in a neighbourhood of the ori

gin.) Thus, in view of 1(2.U7) and (3-55), (2.11U) holds true.

We close this section with the following Furry type theorem.

v(x1)4F(x1-x2)v(x2)..AF(Xk-*1)+all A A -contracti
y

ions

Theorem 3.7. Let A^ = 0 and let A 

Then (2.12U) holds true.
u

be such that ^ = 0 im some inertial frame.

Proof. If A = 0 then the charge conjugation operator satisfies 

and (2.125-126) (cf. I§UB). Thus, using (2.127) and ITh. U.1, 

lows. I
(2.122-123) 

(2.12U) fol-
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U. CONCLUgIgg=REMARKS.

(l) It follows from I that time-independent electric and "pseudo-electric" 

fields (in the spin-5 case) resp. electric and scalar fields (in the 
spin-0 case), which are real-valued functions in S(R^), give rise to an evo

lution operator U. (T.,T ) which is implementable in '? resp. 3- for any
^ A u 1 & S

(X,T .T^CR-3. It is easily seen that the resulting Fock space evolution ope

rator (after normalization) has properties analogous to those mentioned in 

Ths. 2.3, 3-3 (mutatis mutandis: i now depends on |T^—T^I )• Similarly, the 

(pseudo-)unitary 1-parameter group exp(-iHt)(HeH(1), cf. 1(2.10U)) leads to 

a family of unitary operators 1('(t), forming a projective representation of R; 

after normalization ti(t) is strongly continuous for tGR (|t|< ||v||_1) in the 

spin-0 (spin-s) case. Since such a representation is equivalent to a vector 

representation (30) there exists a phase function c(t) such that

c(t)(i(t) = exp(-iBt) Vt^R (U.l)

with B self-adjoint. B can be regarded as the perturbed Hamiltonian in Fock 

space.

Provided that the classical S-operator

S = s.lim U(t,0) s.lim U(o,t') (U.2)
t-Ko t ' -+-°°

exists and is unitary (and, in the spin-0 case, pseudo-unitary as well), one 

has

S+_ = 0 (U.3)
-+

so the Fock space S-operator ^5 then exists and

S = r(3) (U.U)

(cf. B(U.23-26)). Thus, for time-independent external fields, perturbation 

theory for £ amounts to investigating the Born series connected with S. It 

can be seen that the Feynman-Dyson series formally leads to the same result 

if vacuum diagrams are omitted.

(2) There exists a remarkable symmetry between the operators R and F

(cf. I§2): If for some (X ,Tg ,T^ )G(-£, ,£)xR U^tTgjT^ is implementable 

in Fock space the operator ^(T^jT^) defined by I(2.50) resp. 1(2.58) is 

implementable in the "wrong statistics Fock space" in virtue of IThs. 2.10-11
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and B (and vice versa). The resulting unitary operator </' is given by the 

r.h.s. of (2.63) (spin-0) resp. (3.5*0 (spin-5) with A - A', where A’ is 

defined by I(2.51) resp. 1(2.59)- Clearly, one could prove analogues of 

Ths. 2.3-U resp. Ths. 3.3-h for U'. Observe that U' does not satisfy (2.6M 

and that the wrong statistics "S-operator" S' is Lorentz covariant, Dut 

causal; the perturbation expansion of its matrix elements is determined by 

the functions at the r.h.s. of (3-67) resp. (2.8*0 with Ap resp. Sp rep 

by AR resp. SR.

(3) It would be worthwile to use second-quantized operators like the mo

mentum cutoff interaction Hamiltonian as starting point for an in

vestigation of the problems considered in this paper, (in the time-indepen

dent case an interesting result in this context has been obtained by Palmer 

(16).) The methods and ideas from constructive quantum field theory which 

could then be used might in particular lead to a deeper understanding of the 

Feynman-Dyson series (especially of the divergent vacuum diagrams).
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SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift worden op wiskundig precieze wijze theorieen onder- 

zocht waarin een gequantiseerd veld wisselwerkt met niet-gequantiseerde 

uitwendige velden. Er wordt aangenomen dat het gequantiseerde veld corres- 

pondeert met geladen elementaire deeltjes.

In hoofdstuk 1 worden in een algemeen kader de veldoperatortransforma- 

ties bestudeerd die in deze theorieen optreden. Het belangrijkste resultaat 

is een eenvoudige uitdrukking voor de normale vorm van de unitaire Fock 

ruimte.operator die een dergelijke transformatie implementeert. Verder 

worden reeds bekende noodzakelijke en voldoende voorwaarden voor imple

ment eerbaarheid op een nieuwe en aanzienlijk eenvoudiger manier afgeleid.

In hoofdstuk 2 wordt eerst een algemene storingstheorie gepresenteerd 

die gebruikt kan worden om de wisselwerking van relativistische geladen 

deeltjes met uitwendige velden te bestuderen. Deze theorie wordt dan toe- 

gepast op de klassieke Dirac en Klein-Gordon theorieen. Voor uitwendige 

velden die worden beschreven door testfuncties op het ruimte-tijd conti

nuum wordt bewezen dat geretardeerde en geavanceerde elementaire oplossingen 

bestaan. Verder wordt het verband tussen deze oplossingen en de tijdsevolutie 

vastgesteld. Na aangetoond te hebben dat de klassieke verstrooiingsoperator 

Lorentz covariant en causaal is onderzoeken we tenslotte de implementeer- 

baarheid in de Fock ruimte van de tijdsevolutie. Elektrische velden blijken 

aanleiding te geven tot een implementeerbare tijdsevolutie, terwijl dit 

voor andere uitwendige velden in het algemeen niet het geval is.

In hoofdstuk 3 worden de resultaten van de eerste twee hoofdstukken 

toegepast op de gequantiseerde Dirac en Klein-Gordon vergelijkingen met 

uitwendige velden. Deze vergelijkingen worden opgelost en er wordt aange

toond dat het interpolerend veld lokaal is en aan de Yang-Feldman ver

geli jkingen voldoet. We laten vervolgens zien dat twee uit de literatuur 

bekende formalismen voor de beschouwde theorieen tot dezelfde unitaire 

verstrooiingsoperator in de Fock ruimte leiden. Na bestudering van de eigen- 

schappen van deze verstrooiingsoperator en van de tijdsevolutie wordt een 

divergentievrije storingsreeks voor de verstrooiingsoperator afgeleid. Deze
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storingsreeks wordt dan vergeleken met de Feynman-Dyson reeks voor de 

formele verstrooiingsoperator. De relatieve verstrooiingsamplitudes van de 

formele theorie blijken gelijk te zijn aan die van de wiskundig precieze 

theorie. De modulus van de niet-gedefinieerde ("divergente") vacuum- 

verwachtingswaarde van de formele verstrooiingsoperator moet dan worden ge- 

definieerd als de modulus van het pendant uit de precieze theorie om aan 

de eis te voldoen dat de formele verstrooiingsoperator correspondeert met 

een unitaire operator in de Fock ruimte. Tenslotte wordt aangetoond dat in 

de beschouwde theorieen een precies analogon van de formele stelling van 

Furry bestaat.
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STELLINGEN

1. In de klassieke Dirac en Klein-Gordon theorie is de S-operator die de

verstrooiing aan een extern veld A beschrijft gelijk aan de S-operator

voor het externe veld A + 3 A, waarbij A ,..,A_ en A testfuncties op 
U U o’ 3

het ruimte-tijd continuum zijn. Dientengevolge is ook de S-operator in 

de gequantiseerde Dirac en Klein-Gordon theorie ijkinvariant.

2. Er zijn goede redenen om aan te nemen dat de faseverschuivingsdubbel- 

zinnigheden, die optreden bij de beschrijving van elastische 

spin-0-spin-0 verstrooiing m.b.v. een eindig aantal partiele golven, 

corresponderen met curves in de vectorruimte van de faseverschui- 

vingen.

F.A.Berends, S.N.M.Ruijsenaars: Nuclear Physics B56(1973)507-52U.

3. Er bestaan differentiele werkzame doorsneden en polarizaties voor 

elastische spin-O-spin-^ verstrooiing die beschreven kunnen worden 

door U verschillende drietallen faseverschuivingen 6q+, 6^+ en 6^ .

F.A. Berends, S.N.M.Ruijsenaars: Nuclear Physics B56(1973)525-535•

U. Het is onjuist dat de oplossing van de differentiaalvergelijking 

f(t) = g(t ,X.) (t,ASR) met randvoorvaarde f(0) = 0 continu is in X 

als de functie g continu is in t en X afzonderlijk.

N.Dunford, J.T.Schwartz: Linear Operators, Part II, p. 128U.

5. M.b.v. de kernstelling is in te zien dat er een natuurlijke injectie
2

bestaat van de begrensde operatoren op L (R) in de getemperde distri- 
2 . .

buties over R . Het verdient aanbeveling de eigenschappen van deze 

afbeelding te onderzoeken.



6. De een-dimensionale klassieke Dirac vergelijking met elektrische 

potentialen, beschreven door begrensde meetbare reele functies met 

constante waarden links en rechts van een begrensd interval, leidt 

tot hetzelfde paradoxale verstrooiingsgedrag als het door Klein 

beschouwde geval.

S.N.M.Ruijsenaars, P.J.M.Bongaarts: Scattering theory for 

one-dimensional step potentials. Leiden University preprint 19'

O. Klein: Zeitschrift der Physik 53(1929)157—165-

7- De verstrooiing aan de door Dosch, Jensen en Muller onderzochte

potentialen verschilt in kwalitatief opzicht essentieel met de /er- 

strooiing aan de door Klein beschouwde potentiaal. Het is daarom 

wenselijk de benaming Klein paradox te reserveren voor het laatst- 

genoemde verstrooiingsgedrag.

H.G.Dosch, J.H.D. Jensen, V.F.Muller: Einige Bemerkungen zum 

Klein1schen Paradoxon. Physica Norvegica 5(1971)151-162.

8. De Klein paradox wordt niet opgelost door van een een-deeltjesfor- 

mulering van de verstrooiing over te gaan op een veel-deeltjesfor- 

mulering.

P. J.M.Bongaarts, S.N.M.Ruijsenaars: The Klein paradox as a 

many particle problem. Leiden Universtiy preprint 1975 -

9- De eis, dat de formele Feynman-Dyson S-operator voor de in dit 

proefschrift beschouwde theorieen correspondeert met een unitaire 

operator, legt de absolute waarde van zijn vacuumverwachtingswaarde 

geheel vast. Het verdient aanbeveling om na te gaan of de gebruike- 

lijke Feynman technieken om het reele gedeelte van de met de vacuum- 

diagrammen corresponderende integralen te berekenen een waarde 

opleveren die hiermee in overeenstemming is.

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 3, §§ 2C, 3C.



In de Fock ruimte voor vrije geladen spin-0 deeltjes bestaat geen 

tijdsomkeeroperator met de door Kallen en Gasiorowicz geeiste 

e i ge n s ch appe n. ' :•'»

G.Kallen': Elementarteilchenphysik, eqs. (12.92).

S.Gasiorowicz: Elementary particle physics, eqs. (1.124).

In de Fock ruimte voor vrije spin-5 Majorana deeltjes bestaat geen 

zelfgeadjungeerde partiteitsoperator die de veldoperator op lokale 

wijze transformeert.

Hegerfeldt heeft recentelijk aangetoond dat een relativistisch vrij 

deeltje slechts op een tijdstip in zijn evolutie gelokaliseerd kan 

zijn. Hierdoor vervalt het voornaamste bezwaar.tegen de Nevton-Wigner 

plaatsoperator. Mede omdat deze operator tot een causale snelheids- 

operator leidt verdient hij de voorkeur boven andere in de literatuur 

voorgestelde plaatsoperatoren.

G.Hegerfeldt: Remark on Causality and Particle Localization. 

Heidelberg University preprint 1974.

A.Kalnay: The Localization Problem. In: Studies in the Foun

dations, Methodology and Philosophy of Science. Vol.4,

Problems in the Foundations of Physics.

Het is wenselijk tot een schatting te komen van de kans op met de 

Newton-Wigner plaatsoperator corresponderende acausale effecten voor 

deeltjes met de massa van het elektron.

De voornaamste structuur in de thermomodulatiespectra van zilver 

rond 4 eV dient niet te worden toegeschreven aan overgangen van de 

d band naar de Fermi energie maar veeleer aan overgangen tussen 

geleidingsbanden.

R.Rosei, Ci II. Culp, J.H.Weaver: Physical Review B10(1974)484-489.

S.N.M.Ruijsenaars Leiden, 24 juni 1976


